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VICE-CHANCELLOR’S CORNER

What’s in a Name
The new year is a time of endings and beginnings, a reminder of Janus (for whom
the month of January is named), known variously as the god of transitions, gates,
or passages. Janus is depicted as having two faces, one looking to the past—familiar,
remembered, known— and the other toward the future—distant, anticipated, uncharted. And so each old year ends with thanks for blessings received, and each new
year begins with resolutions of hope and purpose.
When I arrived at Sewanee, I remember being asked about my vision for the
place. Setting aside the presumption implicit in any newcomer daring to answer such
a question, I did my best to come up with a meaningful response. The University of
the South, I said, should seek to become not more like some other institution but
rather—here it comes!—a stronger, truer version of itself. Little could I have known
that response would become the motto for a capital campaign that seeks to raise,
in celebration of the sesquicentennial of the University’s “Second Founding,” the
daunting sum of $250 million.
But what, I am now often asked, does “stronger, truer” actually mean? Does
it mean that the University once was, or now is, somehow less strong or less true?
Well, yes and no. Certainly in terms of our financial resources, we are stronger than
we have ever been yet less strong than many of our competitors. As a University that
has in every generation reaffirmed its unique and historical ties with the Episcopal
Church, we have grown stronger and also, in a doubting age, remained true, and
truer, it might be argued, than institutions that have turned their backs on their
pasts. One might also point to our distinctive traditions—the Honor Code, for example, or the wearing of academic gowns, or the simple courtesy and civility that lies
at the heart of our common life—as in some sense making us stronger and truer than
those places where traditions have been eroded, true thus becoming truer merely by
standing firm.
The goals of this campaign are neither extravagant nor novel. If attained, as they
will be, they will in no way change the fundamental character of our University. But
they will enable us, with confidence, courage, and hope, to transmit to our successors a—what? stronger? truer? University than the one we inherited.
At Sewanee, past and future, thanks and resolve, strength and truth are all a part
of our institutional DNA. From the fire and ashes of a war that seemed to destroy the
vision of the first founders, a place “where God may be glorified and the welfare of
mankind be advanced,” there emerged a new thing that was yet recognizable. I think
those “Second Founders,” who raised the funds and erected the buildings in order
to open the University by 1868 (the gift of 5,000 acres of land would otherwise be
forfeited) would expect each of us to do as they did. They would understand our
campaign motto. And if they could, they would join us and every generation that has
been associated with this University in the words of the hymn:

Vice-Chancellor
John M. McCardell Jr.

Let the fierce fires which burn and try,
Our inmost spirits purify:
Consume the ill; purge out the shame;
O God, be with us in the flame;
A newborn people may we rise,
More pure, more true, more nobly wise.
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ON THE MOUNTAIN

University Announces Largest Capital
Campaign in Its History

Stronger Truer Sewanee looks to lay the foundation for the next
150 years at Sewanee

T

HE CELEBRATION of the 150th anniversary of
the University of the South’s Second Founding
culminated in October with Founders’ Day and a
meeting of the University’s Board of Trustees that
marked the 150th anniversary of the board’s crucial first meeting after the Civil War. Vice-Chancellor John McCardell took
that opportunity to announce a capital campaign that he hopes

the $250 million campaign, Stronger Truer Sewanee—The Campaign for
the University of the South, which is the most ambitious in Sewanee’s
history.
The campaign aims to support four strategic goals: Ensuring access, value, and opportunity for students; reinforcing
academic distinction; enriching the Sewanee Experience; and
preparing tomorrow’s church leaders. To date, more than
$175 million (70 percent of the goal) has already
been raised.
“We have been successful stewards of the founders’ vision,” said McCardell. “Yet we cannot stand
still. The campaign priorities are designed not to
make Sewanee like some other place, but rather a
stronger, truer version of its essential self.”
Campaign tri-chairs are Nick, C’68, and Mary
Babson of Missoula, Montana; David, C’68, and
Kitty Beecken of Chicago, Illinois; and Claude,
C’73, and Kate Nielsen of Birmingham, Alabama.
Nick Babson said that the University has the
resources—quality, breadth, and depth of faculty,
students, and staff—to support an investment in its
future. “It is our responsibility—alumni, trustees,
friends—to get this campaign successfully to the finish line,” said Babson.
“For all who love Sewanee, this is our time. For
Vice-Chancellor McCardell introduced the campaign to the Board of Trustees in
all who have shared in the splendor of this place and
October.
been transformed by it, this is our chance,” McCawill set the course for the next 150 years at Sewanee.
rdell said. “This campaign offers us an opportunity to dem“Because we are committed to educating [our] students
onstrate the same confidence,
Learn more about Stronger
fully and wholly for lives of responsible citizenship, what we are courage, faith, and hope that
Truer Sewanee: “Forging
about to discuss could hardly be more important or timely or
our Second Founders demonthe Future,” pg. 10.
more urgent,” McCardell said. He then laid out the vision for
strated 150 years ago.”
Stronger Truer Sewanee is coming to a city near you! Go to www.sewanee.edu/stronger-truer/events to register for one of these events
and learn more about the future of the University of the South.
Feb. 2: Birmingham
The Florentine Café

Feb. 23: San Antonio
The Pearl Studio

March 15: Charlotte
Heist Brewery

April 19: Baltimore
Waterfront Kitchen

Feb. 15: Memphis
Loflin Yard

March 13: Charleston
The Cedar Room

April 5: New York
Current @ Chelsea Piers

April 20: Washington, D.C.
Long View Gallery

Feb. 22: Houston
The Dunlavy
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Remaking the Sewanee Review

With new writers and a new look, Editor Adam Ross’s debut issue hopes to find
a place on your bedside table.

T

HE SEWANEE REVIEW played midwife to Flannery O’Connor’s second
short story. It has been exalted by
the likes of T.S. Eliot and continuously published longer than any other U.S. literary
quarterly.
But when the next issue of the Review is published in February, you probably won’t recognize it.
That issue will mark the debut of Adam Ross, the
first new editor of The Sewanee Review since the Watergate era and the first to use a computer instead of a
typewriter.
Ross, a Manhattanite turned Nashvillian,
promises both a facelift and a diverse, contemporary body of writers. He aims to make the Review
“regular bedside reading for people in the Sewanee
family” and to propel it into the national conversation about American letters.
“More people—more readers—need to know
Adam Ross in front of the Watson House, the new home of the Sewanee Review.
about the Sewanee Review, and by that I don’t just
mean its glorious history,” he told University
fiction, of any of the arts, is exciting and risky and daunting as
regents shortly after his hiring in early 2016. Vice-Chancellor
well.”
John McCardell appointed the 49-year-old editor following a
Provost John Swallow, who led the search, predicts that
national search.
Ross “will make us ever prouder of Sewanee’s literary heriRoss is a relative newcomer to the literary big leagues. He
tage and commitments, as we see them ever more fully in the
has two books under his belt: a novel (Mr. Peanut) and a shortfuture.”
story collection (Ladies and Gentlemen), both published to critical
Ross’s faintly feverish voice and eager aquamarine eyes
acclaim since 2010. His previous primary editing experience
suggest relish for the challenge. He says his first issue will flow
was at the weekly Nashville Scene, where he started out answering
from “Sewanee power,” by which he means graduates, Writers’
phones and wound up shepherding special projects. Along the Conference participants, and the like. He has hired several
way, he wrote about everything from community gardens to sex recent Sewanee grads to help edit the Review and promote it on
merchants.
campus—for example, with a library display of modern literaRoss is also a newcomer to Sewanee, though no stranger
ture they recommend.
to academia. He studied at Vassar College (B.A. in English),
This team has left Gailor Hall for new offices on South
Hollins University and Washington University (master’s deCarolina Avenue, in a stately house just past the Sewanee
grees in creative writing).
Union Theatre. There, Ross reveals that the Review’s pale blue,
His fans include Alice McDermott, a National Book
art-free cover is history, part of the first major redesign since
Award-winning novelist and Sewanee Writers’ Conference
1944. Each future cover will have a unique look.
faculty member. She served on the University’s search comSays the editor: “Literature, in both theory and practice,
mittee. “It’s an exciting prospect, this making the Sewanee Review
remains a religion here in Sewanee.”—Brooks Egerton
‘new’ again—it’s also risky, even daunting,” McDermott wrote
in an email. “But that’s as it should be. The pursuit of poetry,
To subscribe to the Sewanee Review, visit thesewaneereview.com.
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Buying In to Speaking Out

New initiative focuses on teaching public speaking across the curriculum.

S

EWANEE HAS A LONG HISTORY of producing
great writers. Now, Sean O’Rourke wants the University to do the same thing for public speakers. And
he’s not alone. When faculty were asked to agree on a
quality-enhancement plan as part of the University’s reaccreditation process, they chose a comprehensive publicspeaking program, “Learning to Speak, Speaking to Learn.”
The program kicked off this academic year with the hiring
of O’Rourke as the director of Sewanee’s new Speaking and
Listening Center and as the first professor of rhetoric at the
University in many years. O’Rourke, a former college publicspeaking national champion, came to Sewanee from Furman
University, where he taught in the communications studies department and ran a series of civic-engagement faculty
seminars.
Through his public speaking and rhetoric courses at Sewanee, O’Rourke is identifying and training students to work
as speaking tutors in the new Speaking and Listening Center
in duPont Library, where students can refine and practice
their oral presentations. And each year, five faculty members

selected as speaking fellows will work to incorporate a public
speaking component into their courses. O’Rourke hopes those
fellows will represent a broad spectrum of disciplines, and this
year’s fellows do that nicely, coming from forestry, Spanish,
theatre, English, and politics.
The speaking components in these courses vary widely.
In theatre, Professor Dan Backlund is having his stage-design
students present their designs as if they’re competing for a
contract. In forestry, Professor Karen Kuers is training her
students to present scientific evidence and then also as audience members to question it. In English, Associate Professor
Matt Irvin is having students interpret poems orally. “All of
a sudden we’re in a different category here,” says O’Rourke.
“Students are required to interpret a poem in a way that supplies the audience with meaning and, of course, you can interpret the same thing in very different ways if you are a talented
speaker.”
Further evidence of the University’s emphasis on oratory
was a popular series of presidential debate-watching events
held at the Sewanee Inn this fall, where students and faculty
tuned in to absorb and critique the
arguments and debating styles of the two
major-party candidates.
A liberal arts education, says
O’Rourke, is designed to educate students not just to be good citizens, but
to be civic leaders. And the University’s
ongoing efforts in civic engagement
make Sewanee a perfect place to establish
a premier public-speaking program.
“Understanding not only how to
speak in public, but also how to engage
others when you speak is central to the
mission of a liberal arts education,” he
says. “We do our students a disservice if
we train them well, as we do, in history,
in the various literatures, in a whole host
of cultures, in the sciences, social sciences, and arts, but we don’t give them
the equipment they need to understand
how to speak about it and how it might
Sean O’Rourke is a professor of rhetoric and the director of the University’s Speaking and
be spoken about.”
Listening Center.
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Walking Forward While Looking Backward

Sewanee professor wins a fellowship to develop a course that uses
photography to build community resilience.

P

ROFESSOR OF ART PRADIP MALDE—a man who
has spent his life studying, teaching, and practicing
photography—says one of the best things about taking
photos is that anybody can do it. Hand somebody a
camera, show them which button to push and suddenly they’re
a photographer. And, as Malde sees it, it’s that simplicity that
can make photography a core building block for community
development.
“When one person shows a photograph to another, they
start talking,” Malde says. “If the taking of a photograph and
the sharing of a photograph are combined in a planned way,
in a strategic way, you can quickly see that it onion-skins out
to begin to build links between people and communities, and
that begins to go further out to create a sense of identity in
communities.”
Malde has used these simple ideas about the power of
photography as the basis for community-development projects
in Haiti and in Grundy County, Tennessee, for years.
Now he has been awarded a fellowship from the Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Foundation to further his work in Grundy
County by developing a new course focusing on social innovation and entrepreneurship.
By most measures, Grundy County is the poorest county
in the state, with social and economic challenges that range
from poverty to drug addiction to limited access to healthcare.
A number of Sewanee civic-engagement programs are addressing some of the challenges faced by residents of Grundy
County by focusing on education and community and family
resilience. Photography is a key component in some of these
efforts, as families are given cameras and photo instruction to
document their lives.
“Family albums and family journals, multiplied several
times over by neighborhoods, begin to create a very valuable
archive,” says Malde. “Families and communities can begin to
look back at themselves and they do what I think of as ‘walking
forward looking backward.’ As they see where they’re coming
from, they get a sense of where they need to go. They begin
to identify patterns that are about robustness or resilience or
susceptibility. As they become more aware of any of those, they
may be better able to articulate their needs to themselves and
to other agencies and to actively participate in their futures by
looking back.”

Students in Malde’s new class, Photography and Community Innovation, will be challenged to seek out innovative
approaches to social and economic challenges while spending
time with families in Grundy County, even doing home-stays.
The students will develop their own community development
projects that incorporate photography.

Willa Mae’s, Lloyd’s, and Alan’s hands as they look through family photographs, Grundy County, Tennessee. Photo by Pradip Malde

Malde imagines one example: A student who hopes to
address maternal health issues in Grundy County might work
with grandmothers who are helping their daughters raise
young children. The grandmothers could use cameras to document their experiences and the collection would be archived
and shared during community discussions of the issues, which
could lead to innovative solutions.
“How do you go out into a community and begin to
engage with individuals in order to identify larger issues and
concerns and then find solutions to them?” Malde asks. “You
need to envision a solution and then to find approaches to that
solution. What do we aspire to? Now let’s work toward that using the evidence that we have gathered from photography and
discussions and journals.”
Malde plans to teach the first section of the new course
during summer school 2017.
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Sewanee Exhibition Celebrates History of Mexican Art
Works drawn from the extraordinary collection of Dan, C’82,
and Laura Boeckman

B

ELIEVE IT OR NOT, many of the items in the
University Archives’ extraordinary exhibition of
items from 3,000 years of Mexican art came to Sewanee directly from a self-storage unit in Texas.
That’s not a comment on the quality of the works, but a
reflection of the scope of the collection from which University Archivist DebbieLee Landi chose the pieces that comprise
“Communal Spirit:
3,000 Years of Mexican
Artistry.” The exhibition
closed in December.
Many of the works—
mainly sculptures and
other three-dimensional objects—are
contemporary works,
drawn from the personal collection of Dan
Boeckman, C’82, and
his wife, Laura.
The Communal Spirit
exhibition included
everything from contemporary folk art (above) to
pre-Columbian pieces like
this Olmec baby figurine
(right).

Boeckman
started the collection
in the late 1980s and
continued building it for nearly
20 years, making
frequent visits to cities and villages across
the country, traveling with his wife, a photographer, and guided by Stephen
Vollmer, an archivist and expert on folk art and the artisans
who created it.
Boeckman says the impetus for launching the collection was his concern that the Mexico he had known when he
visited the country with his parents, a culture with direct links
8 • SEWANEE MAGAZINE • WINTER 2017

to traditions from a millenium before the Christian era, was
threatened by modernization and globalization in a way that
even the Habsburg conquest of Mexico did not.
“I was partially right about this [folk-art tradition] disappearing,” he says. Since many folk-art objects may serve
utilitarian as well as aesthetic purposes, when the utility disappears with the introduction of mass-produced, often imported
substitutes, the demand for artisanal products can collapse.
In 2010, the Boeckmans donated more than 650 pieces of
Mexican folk art to the Tyler (Texas) Museum of Art. But even
after that gift, many of their remaining holdings had to go into
storage.
Boeckman recalled that when Landi came to Dallas to
identify the pieces for the Sewanee exhibition, she seemed
overwhelmed by what she saw when she walked into the unassuming storage unit.
Boeckman’s parents, Elizabeth Boeckman and the late
Duncan Boeckman, collected Mexican pre-Colombian art,
and the exhibition includes 10 significant pieces from Mrs.
Boeckman’s personal collection. The oldest, a small Olmec
baby figurine, dates back to 800–300 BC. The pre-Colombian pieces provide the cultural context for the contemporary
selection.
As Vollmer, one of two experts who visited the University
to deliver scholarly lectures tied to the exhibition, put it in his
discussion of the lineage of the objects in the Boeckman collection, “Mexican art history is actually a cultural history.”
Landi says the decisions about the exhibition, from the
choice of pieces to the program notes (presented bilingually)
were made with a view to encompassing interests of all parts of
the local community—students, faculty, and people who might
not ordinarily visit an academic setting.
The departments of Spanish and Politics, the International and Global Studies program, and the University Lectures Committee all provided support for the exhibition.
The Mexican exhibition is not Boeckman’s first collaboration with the University Archives. Earlier this year, the
University announced that he had donated 1,300 rare books to
the Special Collections. The collection is named the “Thomas
M. Carlson Collection of Southern Literature,” honoring the
professor who inspired Boeckman’s love of Southern literature.

Window of Opportunity

Bob Greenland, C’66, invests in a new generation of Sewanee students.

A

LITTLE OVER 50 YEARS AGO, young Bob
Greenland, C’66, was sitting in the nave of All
Saints’ Chapel as the first of the stained glass
windows to be commissioned following the expansion of the chapel were installed. As he sat in the compulsory chapel service, he could not help but notice that three of
the windows were given in memory of members of his family:
his maternal grandfather, Robert South Barrett, and his greatgrandparents Robert S. Barrett and Kate Waller Barrett.
“That made a big impression on me,” Greenland says.
“And I never forgot it. Over three decades later, when the University took on the job of a new renovation, including completing the rest of the large stained-glass windows, Greenland
decided he wanted to take part, commissioning the “Isaiah and
minor prophets” window. Isaiah could have foretold this move.
The window was designed and assembled in a workshop
near Greenland’s home in Virginia by the stained-glass artist
Linda Belfield. “It took two years and nine months to assemble, with four workers,” says Greenland. Belfield rented an
abandoned high school gymnasium to have a space big enough
to lay out the work, and Greenland, and his mother, Viola

Barrett Greenland, in whose
honor the window was commissioned, were able to participate
in the work.
The Isaiah window jumpstarted the process of completing
the stained glass in All Saints’,
and the entire project was completed in 2005.
In early November 2016,
Greenland was on hand for his
50th reunion and took time out
to make another magnificent gift
to the University, a $1 million
trust endowment to the Robert
Tupper Greenland Scholarship
Fund. “I’m a pretty strategic
guy, and I believe in branding,”
Greenland says. “I wanted to
make this gift now at my 50th
anniversary, because I thought it
would inspire others to think about their own legacies.”
Greenland has had four careers: 30 years in insurance
followed by 10 years as a human-resources consultant and
another 10 as chief operating officer of the Virginia Medical
Society, which he had served as a consultant. The fourth career, however, is his labor of love. He just completed 27 years
working with the Virginia Home for Boys and Girls, a ministry
for children without parents or whose parents are absent from
their lives. Greenland’s involvement included service as vice
chairman and chairman.
Greenland is convinced of the power of education, and
says he believes education is the most important thing a parent can give a child besides love. “My real hope is that after a
student receives a Sewanee education, they will look back and
think about how some person they had never met helped them
with this scholarship. And then they will want to make that
same investment in a new generation of Sewanee students,” he
says. “It’s a dream, maybe, but what if one scholarship becomes
two, and two becomes four, and four becomes eight. That’s
the strategy of the ‘never-failing succession of benefactors’ in
action.”
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FORGING THE FUTURE
150 years after Sewanee’s Second Founding,
an historic new capital campaign lays out a
vision for where the University of the South
is going—and how it’s going to get there.
By Tom Sanders

W

hen the war-weary Maj. George
Fairbanks built a handsome
log cabin on the knoll above
Sewanee’s Otey Spring in 1866,
he may not have known how
much data his home contained
and how much the structure might reveal to researchers
150 years later. That data was embodied in the cabin’s walls,
the tree rings in the logs revealing a record of climate that
stretches back to 1653.
Over the past two years, researchers have been collecting material from the Rebel’s Rest site, and one project has
been studying those tree rings. The Rebel’s Rest chronology
has already been verified as the third oldest oak chronology
in the Eastern United States, and in a laboratory in Woods
Hall, Patrick Vestal, C’12, is painstakingly adding to it,
using tools developed in the late 20th century for a science,
dendrochronology, that was not fully established until 70
years after the construction of the Fairbanks home.
Fairbanks was, of course, one of the “Second Founders,” those inspired leaders who believed that in spite of
the chaos of the Civil War and their own weariness, the
10 • SEWANEE MAGAZINE • WINTER 2017

Cumberland Plateau could still be fertile ground for a great
university. In fact they saw that university as absolutely
essential to a functioning society, especially after the war.
With Fairbanks assisting him in Sewanee, Bishop Charles
Todd Quintard traveled to England to raise the money and
materials (notably books) to supply a grammar school, college, and seminary. In the face of overwhelming challenges,
they created an institution nimble enough to last the next
150 years and beyond, growing in stature and capacity.
At the 150th anniversary of that Second Founding, Vestal’s tree-ring study is just one example of what is enduring
about Sewanee. It is a place of reverence for tradition and a
place for new discoveries, and, even more important, new
understanding of the old. Not only did Fairbanks not know
what the tree rings were saying, he could not know because
the whole systematic study we know as dendrochronology
had not been invented. But what Fairbanks knew very firmly
indeed was that education on the Plateau was an enterprise
worth bending a whole life toward.
It still is. The challenge before us in the 21st century is
in many ways the same challenge the Second Founders had.
High-quality educational institutions that people can

F O R G I N G

T H E

F U T U R E

Making a Sewanee
education affordable
to all is key to keeping the University
competitive among
its elite peers.

afford to attend are worth building and sustaining. In fact
they are necessary to nurture the arts and sciences—both the
traditional arts and sciences and the emerging systematic and
integrated studies that will help today’s students thrive in the
world in which they will live.
That enterprise requires significant financial backing.
Rare is the college that can cover all the cost of education
from tuition. That is why the University of the South is in
the middle of an historic $250 million capital campaign, the
largest fundraising project in its history. Quintard traveled to
England to find money and books. This generation’s task is
much closer at hand and is manifest by Stronger Truer Sewanee—The
Campaign for the University of the South. The success of the campaign
will ensure Sewanee’s future no less than the actions the Second Founders took in the 1860s.
The Stronger Truer Sewanee campaign is building resources
through four strategic initiatives:
Ensuring access, value, and opportunity for all students—in the college and
seminary—through a handsome expansion of financial aid resources that help hold
the line on the cost of education.
Reinforcing academic distinction by continually building a world-class faculty
and creating innovative academic programs that build on traditional disciplines.
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Enriching the Sewanee experience through facilities such as a new health and
wellness facility and a vibrant village along with programs focusing on enhancing
wellness and vital community life.
Preparing tomorrow’s church leaders by relocating the School of Theology
to its historic home in the center of campus, creating new sources of financial aid
along with dynamic new programs for the laity in the Episcopal Church.
These initiatives are essential to the future of Sewanee. With
new resources made available through the Stronger Truer Sewanee
campaign, today’s leaders can build an institution that will be
home to sciences that have not yet been invented, educating
students to address what the American Association of Colleges
and Universities calls the “unscripted challenges of the 21st
century.”

I

ENSURING ACCESS, VALUE, AND OPPORTUNITY

“

n 2001, Sewanee was meeting the full need of all
students,” says Dean of Admission and Financial Aid
Lee Ann Backlund. “A couple of years later, we left that
policy behind, and the gap between ability to pay and our
ability to support has widened ever since.”
That the cost of higher education is increasing more
rapidly than general inflation is well known, and the impact of
tuition increases has a negative effect on both students and the
institutions that serve them. Growing gaps between families’

S t r o n g e r Tr u e r S e w a n e e — T h e C a m p a i g n f o r t h e U n i v e r s i t y o f t h e S o u t h

ability to pay puts stress on affordability. That reality led ViceChancellor McCardell in 2010 to ask the Board of Regents
to show national leadership by approving a 10-percent cut in
tuition and fees and institute a tuition guarantee that freezes
costs for students during their four years at Sewanee.
Through the Stronger Truer Sewanee campaign, the University has set an ambitious goal of raising $60 million in new
financial aid resources, either new endowment or annual,
spendable scholarships. At the public launch of the campaign,
donors had already contributed $40 million, with about $25
million of that included in estate plans the University will not
realize for some years.
“As we move into the public phase of the campaign, we are
really happy to be able to announce a $20 million challenge
from two donors that will inspire all of us to honor Sewanee’s
vision for reshaping the financing of higher education,” says
Jay Fisher, vice president for advancement. “Sewanee led with
a tuition cut and tuition guarantee, and some of our foundation donors have already rewarded us with larger annual gifts
for scholarships. We really think that individuals can find good
reasons to support today’s Sewanee students as well.”
“More funds for financial aid are a critical piece of our
overall financial aid program,” says Backlund. “The only way
we can close the affordability gap, so that we are more like
aspirant peers such as Davidson and Washington & Lee, which
meet full financial need, is for Sewanee to raise financial aid
dollars from its donors.”
A strong financial aid program is a key tool in meeting the annual challenge of building the best possible class,
one that is diverse enough to reflect the society at large and
talented enough to represent Sewanee at its strongest and truest. “Financial aid also increases every student’s opportunity at
Sewanee,” says Backlund. “We invest about $20 million a year
in operating income to cover students’ costs. That’s money that
could go toward enhanced opportunities for students such as
internships. We could make stronger promises to our students
about what their experiences here will be.”
Put another way: Need-based financial aid makes a Sewanee education
possible. Scholarships make Sewanee competitive. Making a Sewanee education, both undergraduate and graduate, affordable to all is
key to keeping the University competitive among its elite peers.
In the case of the School of Theology, financial aid is essential
to building strong leadership for the Church, as the cost of
seminary education is very high when considering the potential
starting salaries of priests.
While financial aid gives access, internships provide opportunity and are increasingly part of a top-quality college experience. Sewanee’s rural location
amplifies the need for resources that support students who
find internships. A Sewanee student cannot take the subway to
a co-op placement, and potential employers in a faraway city
may not have heard of the University. Career-building op-

portunities support students with internship, networking, and
mentoring opportunities.
More resources are needed to make it possible to fund
every student who seriously pursues internship opportunities
with a stipend to offset living expenses, and that is where the
campaign will help. Resources for about 200 additional internships are needed to satisfy the needs of Sewanee students.
To meet that need, Sewanee has set a goal of $5.5 million
to support annual internships, through gifts to the Sewanee
Fund, and internship endowments.

A

REINFORCING ACADEMIC DISTINCTION

stronger, truer Sewanee means Sewanee
must continually rebuild a faculty whose
commitment to teaching is matched only
by its passion for creating knowledge
through research and scholarship completed in collaboration with students.
“We have a distinctive challenge when we are recruiting
faculty,” says Provost John Swallow. “We are an institution
where teaching, developing close mentoring relationships
with students, and knowing how to enliven subjects are lead
competencies. We teach—both in the College and the School of
Theology. We are not a true Sewanee if that activity is not the
very best. At the same time, to engage the level of students who
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New resources will
bolster the essential
relationship between
professor and student and will help
Sewanee enhance its
curriculum.

come to Sewanee, we also need faculty to be engaged scholars,
publishing in their fields and conducting research, particularly
research in which they involve students. In general, graduate
schools are not arranged to prepare new professors who are
both able researchers and inspiring teachers. We need the resources to be able to compete with others to attract gems from
a relatively small pool of faculty candidates who will thrive in
our distinctive environment.”
For Swallow, $15 million earmarked in the campaign
for faculty compensation and support is a vital goal. Today,
Sewanee salaries are only about 90 percent of the salaries offered by the liberal arts colleges that are most like us in size and
aspiration. That 10-percent gap puts Sewanee at a competitive
disadvantage when recruiting the best and brightest.
A stronger, truer Sewanee also means that our academic
programs, while grounded in traditional disciplines, are
innovative and integrative, tuned to address the unscripted
challenges today’s students will face. As just one example, the
Finding Your Place first-year program introduces students to
academic study by showing them how it applies to this place.
“FYP really helps students claim ownership of their own
academic experience and to be more resilient students and
people,” says Deborah McGrath, director of the program and
professor of biology.
As with FYP, place is central to other programs, from the
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Office of Civic Engagement, with its emphasis on community
building through academic service-learning and community
partnerships, to the Collaborative for Southern Appalachian
Studies, which has focused strongly on child and family resilience, to many classes in the sciences that ground their work
in the ecology and natural history of the Cumberland Plateau.
Other programs, such as pre-health and the Babson Center
for Global Commerce, also have strong place-based learning
opportunities in their quivers.
“In my own work, I am using place in substantial ways
and making connections with students and faculty in different fields,” says McGrath. “Our constructed wetland project
integrates environmental science and policy to look broadly at
how human beings use and treat water. In Haiti, Pradip Malde
and I have built a strong partnership based on a novel carbon
sequestration program that aims to build up communities
through more resilient agro-ecosystems.”
“Academic understanding really unfolds in this interplay
between theoretical constructs and how they are manifest in
a real place. That’s the kind of program all colleges need to
develop to help students meet the challenges they are going to
be facing in their lives.”
Gifts to the campaign—from individuals and foundations—have already helped launch these new place-based
programs, and new gifts will sustain them. Sewanee affirms

the value of the liberal arts: the humanities, the arts, and the
sciences delivered in an inspiring setting in the classroom and
in face-to-face mentoring by dedicated professors. New resources will bolster the essential relationship between professor and student and will help Sewanee enhance its curriculum
with new broad-gauged, integrative courses that are responsive
to the unscripted challenges of the 21st century.

L

ENRICHING THE SEWANEE EXPERIENCE

iving together in harmony is, as the University
motto affirms, good and pleasant and critical
to a stronger, truer Sewanee. On our campus,
around every corner is a place to sit and talk
with another person: a professor, a classmate, a
groundskeeper, or anyone else who has a great
idea to share. That impulse at our core requires our continual
commitment and investment to make sure that living together
in harmony is always a hallmark of the Sewanee Experience.
The Stronger Truer Sewanee campaign will direct important
new resources to this common life. Among the most important of these will be the construction of a new wellness and
recreation facility for which a goal of $15 million has been
established. An ambitious renovation and addition to the
bookstore building, the Wellness and Recreation Commons
will house a fitness center, a convenience store, the Sewanee
Outing Program, and the Lee and Dorothy Thomas Wellness Center, moving it from its current hospital location. Lee
Thomas, C’67, and his wife, Dorothy, have given $3 million to
launch the project, increasing the total raised to $8.5 million.
“Sewanee is blessed to work with young adults who are at
critical points of transition in their lives,” says Marichal Gentry, C’86, dean of students. “A superbly staffed and resourced
Wellness Center is a vital asset to students who face the pressures of a demanding academic environment and the transition to independence and young adulthood. The addition of
the Commons will make more true our commitment to the
undergraduate experience. It centers our students at the heart
of the campus, and it allows us the opportunity to strengthen
our desire to better promote community.”
A current Sewanee family has recently made a pledge to
support programming at the Wellness Center through spendable dollars and a new endowment. The Stronger Truer Sewanee
campaign will develop resources to create the physical space in
which the center can do its work.
Two additional related projects the campaign will make
possible are the revitalization of the Village and University
Avenue. “The revival of the Sewanee Village through some
commercial services could well breathe new life into the Village,” says Jay Fisher. Between University Avenue planning and
Village infrastructure, the campaign has a $3.5 million goal.
“We are paying greater attention to the energy efficiency
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of our buildings, to a campus with facilities to support the
learning needed for the 21st century, and to a vibrant Village
with anchor student services such as a bookstore and theater,”
Fisher notes. “And we are also attending to a joyful common
life, where everyone respects themselves and others. Resources
are critical to building a campus and community connected to
our core values.”
Two campaign priorities are nearing full funding: athletic
facilities and the Sewanee Inn, and the campaign has resulted
in highly visible renewal of these physical assets. The Inn is
particularly remarkable. It is a beautiful front door to the campus, extending hospitality as we think about a stronger, truer
Sewanee experience.

C

EDUCATING TOMORROW’S CHURCH LEADERS

hurch leaders don’t appear by accident. They
grow up in “calling congregations.” They are
nurtured by high-quality educational experiences that strengthen their faith, and they
matriculate at a seminary anchored by brilliant minds and a close community sharing a
life of worship and study.
The anchor project for the seminary is the relocation of
the School of Theology to its original site near the center of
campus at the Bishop’s Common. With $5.5 million raised
on a $15 million goal, the public phase of the campaign will be
critical to the success of a project that reflects Sewanee’s place
as one of the top seminaries of the Episcopal Church.
“Sewanee has a greater commitment to preaching instruction than any school I am aware of,” says William Brosend,
professor of New Testament and preaching. “But what we
don’t have is space to do that as effectively as possible.” While
the School of Theology’s current facility, Hamilton Hall, has a
large footprint, it was designed over a generation ago to serve
the Sewanee Military Academy. The space does not fit what is
needed for a leading seminary.
Seminary students, faculty, and the Rt. Rev. Neil Alexander, dean of the School of Theology, are all excited about
the move to the center of campus. “We’ll bring the School of
Theology up to Sewanee’s own standards,” Alexander sums up
succinctly. The Rev. Gene Manning, chair of the School of
Theology campaign committee puts it another way: “We now
have the opportunity to live into this vision of having students
in the seminary and the College living and working side by
side.”
That idea of integration between the academic units is
already building momentum, particularly in partnerships
such as the Haiti initiative, where college students are working
with a community in Haiti to do community development and
working hand-in-hand with seminarian Liz Embler, T’17. “I
am working to create deeper relationships with the priests in
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The idea of integration
between the College
and the School of
Theology is already
building momentum,
particularly in partnerships such as the
Haiti initiative.
Haiti, particularly the seminary in Port Au Prince,” Embler
giving high school students tools to understand their faith and
says. She traveled to Haiti with the Outreach Program’s spring
engage their minds in ways to live it.
break trip in March and then traveled to the seminary and two
“We are the Episcopal branch of the Jesus movement,” says
rural parishes in August. Embler’s work with students in the
Presiding Bishop Michael Curry, calling for all Episcopalians
College is supported by a gift to the Stronger Truer Sewanee camto support the Stronger Truer Sewanee campaign. The initiatives of
paign by Rick and Wilma Sommer, friends of the University.
the Stronger Truer Sewanee campaign are designed to strengthen
Another major thrust of this part of the campaign is
both the University and the Church it serves.
building up the financial aid resources of the seminary. “What
prevents people from entering ministry or vocation is the fiOUR BENEFACTION IS OUR RECORD OF RESILIENCE
nancial barriers, which could be erased by funding for them,” “
or all who love Sewanee, this is our time,”
says Jamie Osborne, T’17. Indeed, when the cost of seminary
said Vice-Chancellor McCardell at the recent
education is compared to the typically low starting salaries of
DuBose Lectures, reflecting on the impact of
priests, the need for financing seminary education through
the campaign. “For all those who shared in the
philanthropy is crystal-clear.
splendor of this place and are marked forever as
A grant to the campaign from the Lilly Endowment is
one of Sewanee’s own, this is our chance. And
helping Sewanee build new models for containing costs as well
for those to come who will find this place and be transformed
as for developing new philanthropic revenue streams through
by it, this will be our gift, our benefaction, to them.”
congregational development. That program is another part of
Today’s donors to the Stronger Truer Sewanee campaign will
the campaign priorities for the School of Theology: the Beeck- leave a record as enduring as the dendrochronological record
en Programs Center (funded by a gift from David, C’68, and
found at Rebel’s Rest. A century and a half from now, traces of
Kitty Beecken). Long known for its Education for Ministry lay
what we do will be seen in new sciences not yet invented and
education program, the Programs Center is developing new lay the arts of persuasion and logic and virtue that will always be
education opportunities—education that will ultimately build
the marks of a Sewanee education.
the Church. One example is a new theological debate society,
For more information about the Stronger Truer
called SUMMA, which is funded through the campaign with
Sewanee campaign, visit strongertruer.sewanee.edu.
a gift of endowment from a leader in the church. SUMMA is

F
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THE NUMBER CRUNCHER

Data scientist Rayid Ghani, C’99, leaves the corporate and political worlds behind to focus on using big data for the public good.
By Rod O’Connor
Photos by Matthew Gilson

R

ayid Ghani doesn’t want to discuss what happened in Charlotte last night.
It’s a misty September morning, and over Ghani’s shoulder, the
window in his small office provides a perfectly framed view of the ivycovered Gothic stone buildings of the University of Chicago campus.

As director of the prestigious institution’s Center for Data Science & Public
Policy, he’s been working with the Charlotte Police Department to harness the
power of big data to develop an early warning system to try to predict which
cops might engage in an inappropriate use of force. Unfortunately, his algorithms couldn’t prevent last evening’s bloodshed, as one of the department’s
white officers shot and killed an African American man, Keith Lamont Scott,
who may or may not have been holding a gun.
“I don’t have enough information to comment,” he says politely, when I
bring up the shooting as I settle in across his remarkably uncluttered desk. Today is Ghani’s first day back on campus for the fall semester—he spends his
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summers leading a fellowship program
that meets in a downtown Chicago
office—so the piles of paper and reams
of research have not yet accumulated
around him. There’s a copy of Police Chief
Magazine off to the side. One shelf behind
him is filled with books on probability,
statistics, and machine learning, including a copy of the Perl Cookbook, which isn’t
a cookbook at all, but rather, a collection
of computer programming “recipes.”
On the wall is a whiteboard with the fading remnants of last spring’s scribbledout equations, soon to be replaced with
new ones.

searches, and arrests, Ghani created a
prototype program to try to flag those
cops most likely to snap and, possibly,
use lethal force. In turn, the department
had initiated changes in terms of how
they responded to calls and the types of
support provided to officers involved in
emotionally charged events.
As a self-proclaimed “reformed
computer scientist turned wannabe
social scientist,” Ghani is anxious to get
his hands on more data about the latest
in a rash of deadly interactions around
the country. For example: Did the cop
in question have a history of unjustified

apples, although those cops do exist,”
he explains. “It’s that they don’t have the
right support programs in place.”

H

elping curb police misconduct is
just one example of how Ghani, a
tirelessly talented Pakistan-born
Sewanee alumnus, is collaborating with nonprofits and government agencies to use computer science
to take on society’s ills.
“At a high level, I help organizations use data to improve what they
do,” says Ghani, who previously served
as the chief data scientist for President

T H E N UM B E R C R U N C HE R

For a variety of reasons, many of them having to do with lack
of funding, public entities have lagged behind the private
sector when it comes to data mining. Ghani is helping lead a
movement to change that.
Ghani, whose thinning dark hair
is graying at the temples, looks both
professional and professorial in his crisp
white oxford shirt and dark slacks. He
seems troubled by the incident that occurred in North Carolina, but his tone
is also straightforwardly objective. For
the past two years, Ghani and members
of his 14-person staff have been wading
chest-deep in a massive of pool of data
provided by Charlotte’s police force,
which agreed to hand over the information after meeting him at a Washington,
D.C., law-enforcement summit. After
digging through the data associated
with 15 years’ worth of officer stops,
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force? Were there previous citizen complaints against him? But he also wants
to know more about the officer himself.
Was he frazzled because he was at the end
of a long shift? What was going on in his
personal life? Could some sort of intervention from a peer or supervisor have
been the difference between him pulling
and not pulling the trigger?
According to Ghani, it’s this nexus
between empirical data—and the people
behind the numbers—that could be
the difference-maker when it comes to
curbing police abuses.
“The real problem in police departments isn’t necessarily that there are bad

Obama’s 2012 re-election campaign,
when I ask him to summarize his job. “I
used to do it for organizations that aren’t
doing anything particularly useful for
most people. Now, I’m trying to do it for
groups that I care more about.”
For a variety of reasons, many of
them having to do with lack of funding, public entities have lagged behind
the private sector when it comes to data
mining, a computer science term for
finding patterns and other useful information within large amounts of data.
Ghani, C’99, is helping lead a movement to change that. “Most government
agencies and nonprofits are trying to do

things to improve lives for people. And
they mean well,” he says. “But they don’t
have the right infrastructure or the right
tools. Some of the things they don’t use
often are evidence and data.”
Most of Ghani’s projects focus on
establishing early-warning systems to
avoid the types of things communities
don’t want to happen. For example,
scouring data for clues that could help
pinpoint those grammar-school kids
who might not graduate from high
school. Much like the signs that show
which stressed-out cops could be bubbling under the surface, ready to snap,
Ghani found that looking at things like
test scores and whether they participated in afterschool activities could help
identify at-risk students as early as the
third grade—when there is still a chance
to steer them on the right track. Other
projects try to solve civic infrastructure
challenges, like the predictive models
he is currently using to help officials in
Syracuse, New York, detect signs of a
water main break before it happens.
“What [most governmental agencies] do now is, they wait for something
to break,” says Ghani. “If someone
complains, they go and fix it. But with
early-warning signs, we can predict
things early—and fix them earlier. And
prevention tends to be cheaper and less
damaging, obviously.”
While it’s easy to paint Ghani as a
compulsive do-gooder, the truth is, he
hasn’t always been so altruistic. From
2001 to 2011, he worked as senior
research scientist and director of the
analytics group for the consulting company Accenture. There, from a bustling
technology lab in Chicago, he led a
team that used data mining to support a
long list of blue-chip companies, from
Boeing and Best Buy to Pfizer and Ford.
Most of his efforts focused on helping
brands personalize their ad campaigns
and predict consumer behavior. Put
another way: He helped companies sell
things. Among the successes attributed
to him during this chapter of his career:

Rayid Ghani says he was initially drawn to work in the corporate world not because he cared about
increasing companies’ profits but because they had large amounts of data for him to play with.

He figured out a way to predict the final
price of an eBay auction with 96 percent
accuracy.
But he’s quick to point out that he
was first drawn to the corporate world
not because he particularly cared about
companies’ goals to increase profits or
raise shareholder value. They simply had
large amounts of data for him to play
with.
“The reason I got interested in data
and computer science and artificial intelligence was the intellectual challenge
of solving the puzzle,” he explains. “And
wherever there was access to problems
and data and people willing to try out

what I do, that’s what I was attracted to.
At some point that changed. It wasn’t
enough to solve a problem because I
could. I wanted to do something more
useful.”
In 2011, he decided he would quit
his job and try to figure out how to apply his skills for good. The plan was to
take some time off to ponder his future.
But then, on his last day at Accenture, a
representative from President Obama’s
re-election campaign called with an offer that would shape it for him: Would
he like to come on board as the chief
data scientist for Obama 2012?
“I had no idea what that meant,” he
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those who definitely planned
to vote, but were on the fence
about who to vote for.
“For the first category,
we would tell volunteers to
talk with them about getting
to the polls,” he continues.
“For the second group, we
tried to persuade them to
support us. So, depending
on who they are, we can target
them in a certain way.” The
campaign did the same things
with fundraising. We used
targeting to determine who
we could we ask for money,
and how much money should
we ask them for. Because if we
ask for $20,000, you may go,
‘eh, no thanks.’ But maybe $3
is the right ask.”
So, does he think his
efforts helped get President
Obama a second term?
“That’s one question that I get
asked a lot: How much difference did the data make?” he
says. “And the tricky part is,
I don’t know. But I do know
this: Data won’t make up for a
bad candidate.”
One thing that is known:
His role on the Obama
campaign got him national
recognition as a numbers
guru. And the timing couldn’t
have been better. The Brad
Pitt movie Moneyball had come
Ghani’s work on President Obama’s 2012 re-election campaign made him a sought-out numbers guru just as
out the year before, inserting
recognition of the value of data mining was becoming widespread.
the term “sabermetrics” (the
empirical analysis of baseball statistics)
says, laughing. “I had no idea how they
geting, where we could use information
into the national vernacular. The statuse data. But I couldn’t think of anyfrom social media and other sources
istician Nate Silver, who used computer
thing potentially more impactful.” So he to identify those who were supporting
models to predict 49 of 50 states in the
joined the team and spent the next year
President Obama, but needed a nudge
2008 presidential election, had already
and a half in campaign mode, working
[to actually get to the voting booth],” he
become a data-wonk rock star. Unmar24/7 to figure out how analytics could
explains, as he waits for his cappuccino
ried and 35 years old, Ghani had the
help recruit volunteers, mobilize votat a bustling café on the University of
ers, and target those most likely to write
Chicago campus, surrounded by the sort flexibility and reputation to do almost
anything he wanted.
donation checks.
of millennial voters he targeted so sucSuddenly, he was fielding calls
“The biggest use of data was in tarcessfully during that election cycle. “Or
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from everyone from the NFL’s Miami
Dolphins (who wanted him to coax a
winning team out of their player data) to
major corporations with tempting offers
to return to the for-profit world.
“I was back in the same place as I
was before: How do I do what I want to
do [use data to solve societal problems]
longer-term? But now I had at least
a rough idea of what could be done. I
spent a few months catching up on sleep
and talking with governments, nonprofits, companies, foundations. I said, ‘I’m

that Sewanee taught me. It’s something I
learned here.’
“And now, his follow-up hasn’t been
to stay in politics, but to try to find ways
to benefit humankind. He saw new ways
to use these large collections of data for
good, which is really amazing.”

W

hen Rayid Ghani arrived in
Sewanee from Karachi,
Pakistan, back in 1995, he
wasn’t sure what to make of
it. In fact, he acknowledges

ries: When he first got to his dorm,
an administrator had left a message on
his answering machine. Ghani could
barely understand the slow-as-molasses
delivery and thick Southern drawl. “I
was like, why isn’t he speaking faster?” he
chuckles. “Doesn’t he know that I speak
English?”
Ghani acclimated quickly to his
academic surroundings and believes
that living in Sewanee’s self-contained
world allowed him to focus on his studies without having to concern himself

THE N UM B E R C R U NC HE R

During a series of visits to speak to computer science students
at universities around the country, Ghani noticed something:
When he pivoted from war stories about the campaign to examples of how the same algorithms could be helpful in public
health and education, students sat up in their seats.
going to talk to anyone and everyone,
because I can.’”
“He had come back to visit about
a year before the election, and he told
me about this possibility [of working on
the Obama campaign],” recalls Linda
Lankewicz, his former computer sciences professor at Sewanee. “He had a
very good career with a large company,
and you don’t always step away from that.
But he said, ‘I don’t know where it will
lead, but I think I can make a difference.
I’m going to jump off that cliff.’ And I
remember he said, “That’s something

that he didn’t really know what a liberal
arts curriculum was. His schooling in
Pakistan focused almost exclusively on
science and math. The primary reason
he applied to Sewanee, among many
other schools, was because he saw it had
cracked the top 25 in U.S. News and World
Report.
His grades resulted in several acceptance letters. But Sewanee was the only
school that offered him a full scholarship. “So, I was like, OK. That’s where
I’m going,” he says.
One of his first campus memo-

with also acclimating to an entirely new
country. “If I had gone somewhere else,
like, Chicago, I would have to figure out
Chicago, the U.S., and college at the
same time. [At Sewanee], I didn’t have to
figure out transit. I just had to walk from
my dorm to my classes. I didn’t have to
learn about the food, because I had a
meal plan. I think a lot of those things
were kind of nice.”
What he didn’t care for, at least
initially, were classes in a broad range of
fields. “I registered my first semester for
math, physics, chemistry, and computer
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science. I was like, I’m not going to do
liberal arts,” he says. A few months in,
he was convinced Sewanee was the wrong
choice and he began preparations to
transfer.
“I can recall him coming to my
office with all these application forms
he wanted to submit,” says Lankewicz,
who taught Ghani all four years of his
undergraduate career. “He had this track
that he wanted to pursue in computer
science. And he realized it might be a
shorter path if he could go to an engineering school.”
A few things changed his mind. One
was the free-thinking atmosphere that
the campus provided. The other was the
paid internship program that Sewanee
offered, which allowed him to study with
renowned researchers at more traditional data-science powerhouses. In fact,
it was a guest lecture by Carnegie Mellon
Professor Tom Mitchell that led Ghani
to an internship and, ultimately, a 2001
master’s degree in knowledge discovery
and data mining from the esteemed
Pittsburgh-based university.
“It’s tough—you’re on the other side
of the globe and you are at this place
[you don’t really understand],” says
Lankewicz. “But Sewanee looks for ways
for students to flesh out opportunities
based on your interests. He was able to
say to a leading researcher: ‘I’d like to
come study there with you this summer.’
Sewanee made it possible to find a path.”
After a while, Ghani found himself
enjoying classes in a variety of disciplines. Especially religion and art. And
he savored the freedom to figure out his
own path, which is something he probably would never have experienced in a
more traditional engineering program.
As an added bonus, he developed the
communications skills that he must now
use constantly to promote and push
forward his data initiatives.
“The culture at Sewanee included a
lot of writing and presenting,” he recalls.
“There were times that I’d be giving two
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or three presentations every week. And I
thought that was normal until I went to
grad school.
“I still find it all painful, you know,
dealing with people,” he says. But, with
his casual demeanor and easygoing personality, you’d never know it. In fact, the
more I read up on the scope and ambition of his projects, the more impressed
I am with his ability to combine social
skills with a genius for numbers and
data. Imagine if Alan Turing, the codecracker from The Imitation Game, was also a
hit at fundraisers and cocktail parties.
“I think the broad exposure to many
subjects helped him see the application
behind the science,” says Lankewicz.
“There are applications and patterns
everywhere. But if you haven’t been
exposed to it, you don’t think in those
terms. He saw that [at Sewanee] he could
have the best of both worlds.”

A

fter Ghani’s success on the
Obama campaign, it took a few
months for the pieces to fall into
place that have provided him the
platform that he has now. The
real light-bulb moment occurred in
2013 when, during a series of victorylap visits to speak to computer science
students at universities around the
country about his work in the election,
he noticed something: When he pivoted
from war stories about the campaign to
examples of how the same algorithms
could be helpful in areas such as public
health and education, students sat up in
their seats.
“I expected them to say, ‘Yeah,
whatever,’” he recalls. “Or, there’s no
money. But their response was, ‘Hmm,
that’s interesting.’ [At the time], most
students were only exposed to the advertising and marketing [applications of
data science]. They didn’t realize what
they were studying could be useful for
these problems.
“For me, that was the key point.
It was like, OK, I want to do the work

myself, but I also want to get people to
understand how to do this work and how
to get excited about it. And that’s what
brought me to the University of Chicago. I wanted to be in those two worlds,
not only teaching, but also doing the
work myself and getting other people
interested.”
The University of Chicago hired
him in 2013 to head up its new Center
for Data Science and Public Policy. And
he had lots of ideas. But now he needed
the funding to bring them to life.
“The interesting thing about working for a university is, nobody is telling
you what to do,” he says. “Which is kind
of good because it gives you the freedom
to explore, but it’s bad because you have
to do it yourself. In a company, you’ve
got big machinery behind you—and you
have funding. Universities don’t necessarily have a lot of cash sitting around
they can dedicate to individual projects.”
Fate intervened again in the form of
one of President Obama’s biggest Silicon
Valley supporters: Eric Schmidt, thenCEO of Google (and currently executive
chairman of Google’s parent, Alphabet,
Inc.). “He spent a lot of time with the
campaign and I had got to know him. We
were chitchatting about what I was gong
to do. And he said, ‘Go figure out what
you want to do and I’ll fund it.’”
What sprang from that conversation was Data Science for Social Good,
a grant-funded summer program from
the University of Chicago that trains
selected fellows how to implement the
socially minded data mining that Ghani
has made his life’s work. For the past
three years, 126 students (each summer,
the program accepts 42 students from
hundreds of applicants) have taken on
real-world problems in areas such as
education, health, public safety, economic development, and more.
By combining lectures and classroom learning with team-oriented
problem solving that includes visits out
in the field (whether it’s ride-alongs with

police or sit-downs with government officials), the students can tackle problems
using the same philosophies that Ghani
has developed starting with his undergraduate years on the Mountain.
“When you work with nonprofits
and governments, you have to understand that when you’re making these decisions it’s not just about the numbers,”
he says. “It’s about the people behind the
data points. That’s something we spend
a lot of time on. I always torture my
students with this. It’s like, OK, so who
are we talking about here? Tell me about
those people.

in dozens of communities nationwide,
as well as inspiring similar initiatives at
other universities, such as Georgia Tech
and the University of Washington.
And Ghani’s ever-increasing body
of work continues to result in more
accolades, including being named a
“Young Global Leader” by the World
Economic Forum in 2014. But what he’s
most interested in is continuing to build
an army of computer scientists who can
look at data patterns and numbers to see
new and innovative ways to use data for
good. A big part of that is the mentoring work he’s done with fellow Sewanee

the City of Chicago’s Department of
Public Health asked if Ghani could help
reduce lead poisoning in kids, which has
to do with lead paint in walls, by creating
computers models to find likely candidates before they get it.
Currently, kids are tested and if they
have a high lead level, then a team is sent
to check for lead hazards. But the fact
is, the department already knew a high
percentage of cases were coming from
older homes and in poorer neighborhoods. The problem was that they didn’t
have the resources to fix every home that
could be a source of lead poisoning.

THE N UM B E R C R U NC HE R

Ghani’s work continues to result in accolades, but what he’s
most interested in is building an army of computer scientists
who can look at data patterns and numbers to see new and
innovative ways to use data for good.
“If you just look at the numbers,
you might not see the biases that exist
in the data,” he says. “For example, if
someone didn’t fill out part of a questionnaire, what are some reasons that
a particular person might have left that
question blank? This sort of thinking
allows the students to get a sense for
what’s happening on the ground as opposed to just sort of staying in front of a
computer.”
Ghani’s hands-on and humancentered approach to data science is
spreading, with Data Science for Social
Good working on data-driven projects

computer science alumni, helping them
build a bridge from the familial, liberal arts experience to top-tier science
schools for their postgraduate studies.
“Before, Sewanee wouldn’t have
resonated as a leading computer science
undergraduate college,” says Lankewicz,
his former professor. “Now, we have this
stream of folks who have gotten advanced
degrees and gone into industry following
in his footsteps.”
As we part ways, Ghani is visibly
excited as he shares details of another
project he and his various disciples have
been working on. A couple of years ago,

“So, we said, ‘Let’s take everything
we know about the homes that had exposure, and everything we know about the
kids, and put it into this predictive model and see what comes out,’” he says. “By
combining these factors, we were able
to come up with a risk score. Now, the
department can allocate a percentage of
its staff to go and do these preventative
inspections. It helps them prioritize.”
And helping cash- and resourcestrapped organizations better use their
resources is perhaps the best equation
Ghani could ever hope to solve.
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THEOLOGIA

Discerning Calls to Faith and Action

A new program gives seminary and college students hands-on experience in
meeting urgent needs in communities.
By Lisa McIndoo, T’16

I

N JUNE 2016, the School of Theology introduced a program aimed at engaging regional parishes in discerning
mission in new ways. With a grant from the Roanridge
Trust administered through the Mission Department of
the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society, the Missional
Engagement Initiative (MEI) will form collaborative partnerships between the School of Theology contextual education
program, clergy, lay leaders, and their communities. The
initiative’s purpose, according to the Rev. Kammy Young,
director of contextual education at the School of Theology, is
“to develop spiritual leaders for God’s dream of a just and reconciled creation. MEI aims to enable us all to live more fully
into our baptismal covenant. Together we can build bridges
between the seminary and the world in which we serve in order
to better facilitate the empowerment of parishes and their
communities.”
The June introductory event, “Taste & See: Discerning
a Collective Call to Faith and Action,” brought 12 parishes
and one Episcopal school to Sewanee to begin a conversation
around urgent needs in their communities and where they
feel called to act. Teams participated in group discussions and
presentations centered around relationship building and were
given tools to host their own discovery sessions, called “house
meetings,” in their communities.
The Missional Engagement Initiative aims to build and
deepen relationships among community members to provide
the foundation for any work that a community can do. This
vital practice, as well as other leadership building techniques,
is part of the training that Young and her team have been
providing.
The formation of MEI follows on the heels of the successful “Be The Change Alabama” (BTCA) project inspired by
Young’s work in justice ministry and community organizing.
BTCA began in 2014 as a collaboration between the Rt. Rev.
Kee Sloan, bishop of the Diocese of Alabama, the School of
Theology, the Leadership Development Initiative (LDI) from
the Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts, and the Beecken Center—funded by a Mission Enterprise Zone grant. LDI provided
training and coaching for Young and her team in order to
enable them to do the same for others.
The Missional Engagement Initiative provides students of
the seminary and the college an opportunity to have hands-on
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experience with an emerging movement of missional work in
the Episcopal Church. At a Missional Voices Conference at
Virginia Theological Seminary in May 2016, the Rev. Stephanie Spellers, canon for evangelism and reconciliation for the
Episcopal Church, spoke about the reason that churches need
to think outside of the four walls of their buildings. “I know
the word ‘missional’ gets kicked around a lot and means different things to different people, but when we speak of being
‘missional,’ I hope that what we are talking about is ministries
and churches that are serious about God’s mission—to love the
world into wholeness.”
The idea behind MEI is that every person has an obligation through their baptismal vows to live the story of Jesus in
their neighborhoods and communities. This story is not just
a narrative, but a transformational opportunity. By training students and lay leaders in parishes, opportunities arise
to empower others outside of the parish. Every parish that
participates with MEI’s training program will decide on a
specific local call to action; identifying an urgent need in their
community that demands their participation. Their unique
‘missional campaign’ will be an expression of that need and a
reflection of Christ to the surrounding community.
Through the School of Theology’s previous community
engagement projects, Young found that working with different
parishes often led to similar results. Each one of six programs
started with BTCA were focused on relationships with their
communities. St. John’s Episcopal Church in Decatur had
a relationship with an elementary school in its neighborhood. Through conversations with teachers and parents,
the idea arose to offer English as a second language classes at
the church. A team of leaders coached by a trained seminarian partnered with a local community college to provide the
programming at no cost. Attendees of the program regularly
gather with St. John’s leadership team in order to foster
relationships that can enable more positive changes in the
community.
A project started at the Church of the Nativity in Huntsville organized parishioners and community members to
engage with the Huntsville Inner City Learning Center.
Members from the church and the surrounding area become
involved in fundraising, adult GED courses, after-school
tutoring, and cultivating sustainable gardening practices that

The Taste & See event to introduce the Missional Engagement Initiative brought 12 field education parishes together in Cravens Hall.

foster healthy eating practices.
Having the opportunity to learn about community
organizing while still in school is valuable to undergraduates
and seminarians because they can hone the skills necessary to
transform communities as well as deepen their spirituality.
“I’ve heard seminarians say this has helped them to see how
the baptismal covenant is more than words for a specific rite,
but a framework for how we can act more faithfully in our
lives,” Young says. “I see them walk out of the door of seminary
prepared to practice ways of being leaders who know it cannot
be done alone and know how to love the world into wholeness
in concrete, effective, and courageous ways. We’re not teaching anything new—these are traditional practices of Christian
discipleship—but we’re equipping leaders to apply them more
intentionally and share them more fully in all the different
aspects of congregational life.”
The Missional Engagement Initiative’s goal is to work with
eight organizations in the local area. The project has asked
for a commitment of eight months for teams of four or more
people. Participants will attend training and coaching sessions

throughout this academic year to develop and implement core
leadership practices that include telling stories that motivate
others; building relationships that enable purpose, meaning,
and outcomes; developing strong teams that achieve results
and building others’ leadership skills; striving for measurable
outcomes while learning from successes and failures of shared
action; and providing mutual support for living each participant’s baptismal covenant at the intersection of urgent community need.
After the June “Taste & See” event, a follow-up session,
“Foundations of Shared Leadership Training,” was held in
Sewanee in September for the participating teams. This session provided training that covered all the missional leadership
practices and enabled teams to launch their missional campaigns. Throughout the project until April 2017, teams will
meet locally and engage with a trained coach from the School
of Theology’s Missional Engagement Initiative on a regular
basis. The program will conclude in April 2017 with a celebration of each team’s project.
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STRONGER TRUER SEWANEE

Historic Gifts Challenge Others to Support
the Sewanee Guarantee

A

GENEROUS BEQUEST of
That the cost of higher education is
over $8 million will help supincreasing more rapidly than general inflaport Sewanee’s strong comtion is well known. Moreover, the impact
mitment to keeping the cost of
of tuition increases has a negative effect on
a top-quality college education as accessible
both students and the institutions that serve
as possible. The gift to support financial
them. Growing gaps between families’ ability
aid, from the estate of Emerson C. Winto pay and the cost puts stress on affordabilstead Jr., C’50, and Laura Battle Winstead,
ity. That reality led Vice-Chancellor Mcis the fourth- largest single gift in Sewanee’s
Cardell in 2010 to ask the Board of Regents
history, and the largest single gift to support
to show national leadership by approving a
financial aid.
10-percent cut in tuition and fees and insti“We are grateful for the Winsteads’ gen- Emerson C. Winstead, C’50, (pictured) tute a tuition guarantee that freezes costs for
and Laura Battle Winstead made the
erosity, their recognition of the importance
students during their time at Sewanee.
fourth-largest gift in University history.
of a liberal arts education, and their comSewanee provides more than $26 milmitment to helping deserving students attend Sewanee,” says
lion in institutional aid each year. In the 2015–2016 academic
Vice-Chancellor McCardell.
year, 81 percent of University students received some form of
The Winstead gift presents an opportunity to restore
gift aid, including University aid, scholarships, remissions,
Sewanee’s long commitment to meeting 100 percent of the
and state or federal grants. And more than 40 percent of
demonstrated need of admitted students. The historic gift
freshmen last year received need-based aid.
combined with a $12 million estate commitment from a memFor more information on how to make a gift to provide
ber of the Class of 1963 presents a $20 million challenge. “We financial aid resources, contact Jay Fisher, vice president
hope friends of Sewanee will respond by matching this $20
for advancement at 931.598.1142 or at strongertruergifts@
million with an additional $20 million in scholarship dollars,” sewanee.edu.
McCardell says.
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Progress of the Stronger Truer Sewanee Campaign

Total Campaign Giving

Amount needed
to attain our goal:
about $67 million

As of Dec. 20, 2016, Stronger Truer Sewanee had
raised $183 million toward the goal of $250
million—over 70 percent complete! The University hopes to cross the finish line by the end
of 2018.

Amount raised as
of Dec. 20, 2016:
$183 million

CAMPAIGN PROGRESS BY PRIORITY

In addition to making gifts designated to specific campaign objectives as indicated below, alumni, parents, and friends have
given over $64 million through outright and planned gifts that have not yet been designated.The $250 million goal includes $82
million that can go to any of the campaign priorities.
Ensuring Access, Value, and Opportunity

We seek to ensure access, value, and opportunity for all students—in the college and seminary—
through a handsome expansion of financial aid resources that help hold the line on the cost of education.

RAISED: $45,175,853

GOAL: $52,000,000

Reinforcing Academic Distinction

We seek to reinforce academic distinction by continually building a world-class faculty and creating innovative academic programs that build on traditional disciplines.

RAISED: $35,521,339

GOAL: $56,600,000

Enriching the Sewanee Experience

We seek to enrich the Sewanee Experience through facilities such as a new University Commons and a
vibrant village along with programs focusing on enhancing wellness and vital community life.

RAISED: $17,990,669

GOAL: $34,450,000

Educating Tomorrow’s Church Leaders

We seek to prepare tomorrow’s church leaders by relocating the School of Theology to its historic home
in the center of campus, creating new sources of financial aid, and creating dynamic new programs for
the laity in the Episcopal Church.

RAISED: $16,785,449

GOAL: $25,000,000
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STRONGER TRUER SEWANEE

Donors Bring Pre-Health Education to
Life in High Resolution

W

HEN SEWANEE approached Cornelia,
C’85, and Dr. Joe, C’84, LaRussa about
making a gift to the Hippocrates Challenge,
the couple thought long and hard about the
request. “We wanted to help Sewanee get this right, because
the Pre-Health Program should provide a first-rate experience for our students,” says Cornelia Barrett LaRussa. “We are
passionate about Sewanee, and we had several ideas about how
we could best help based on what we had heard from Sewanee
graduates, students who had rotated through our office, and
on our own experiences 30 years ago, as well as those of our
children [Barrett LaRussa, C’14, and Olivia LaRussa, C’16]
and their classmates.”
The LaRussas had
come to realize that
while Sewanee did many
things well, there were
places the curriculum
could be enhanced that
would bring real benefit
to Sewanee students.
Now, thanks to their
thoughtful philanthropy, Sewanee is offering
Cornelia, C’85, and Joe, C’84, LaRussa
human anatomy and
physiology, histology, and nutrition courses that were previously underrepresented in the curriculum. “These courses are
particularly important for students who are applying to medical, dental, ophthalmology, veterinary, and pharmacy schools,
and are requirements for allied health professions like nursing, and physical and occupational therapy,” says Dr. LaRussa.
In fact, students preparing for admission for professional
training in health professions often had to take the courses
elsewhere. “Not only were the students taking summer school
at some expense, but because they were doing that, we were also
preventing our students from gaining valuable work experience in the healthcare environment,” says Dr. LaRussa.
The LaRussas backed their conviction with philanthropy,
providing much of the funding to hire contingent faculty for
these key courses. Part of their gift also went to the Pre-Health
endowment to support the Hippocrates Challenge.
Yet another challenge at Sewanee is actually having the
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Thanks to the generosity of donors to Sewanee’s Pre-Health Program,
students and faculty now have access to a high-tech anatomage table for
visualizing and teaching anatomy.

infrastructure to teach these new courses.
“We had a real challenge when we committed to teach
anatomy,” says Alyssa Summers, director of the Pre-Health
Program. “At a place like Vanderbilt, they use cadavers to really
get a sense of what a human body is like, but that comes with all
kinds of regulatory and infrastructure problems. It was just not
possible for us to do that.”
The solution proposed by Drs. LaRussa and Joe Delozier,
C’77, P’16, who are on Sewanee’s pre-health advisory board:
purchase an anatomage table, a life-sized high-tech touch
screen with images of the human body. It is both a library of
images as well as a diagnostic visualization tool that is the size
of a typical operating table. It’s an amazingly accurate virtual
solution.
As with the curricular enhancements, Dr. LaRussa backed
his suggestion with a gift.
“We are truly fortunate that these alumni and parents are
really helping us guide this program and are providing funds
to realize the vision,” says Jay Fisher. “What we have been
able to accomplish—and still hope to accomplish—is truly an
example of how the campaign is making Sewanee stronger and
truer.”
For more information about the Hippocrates Challenge
and Sewanee Pre-Health initiative as a part of the campaign,
contact Scott Smith at 931.598.1158 or at
strongertruergifts@sewanee.edu.

Donors Support Civic Engagement—Now and
Into the Future

F

or Carol Shepherd Titus, C’81, and her husband,
Bill, 2016 was a very good year. The purchase of the
bank for which they worked by another bank gave
them a windfall that left them thinking about how
they could make a positive change in the lives of others and
see to their own futures at the same time. “I volunteered at a
free medical clinic in Grundy County, and I ran into so many
Sewanee students and faculty who were also volunteering,” says
Carol. “I knew that Sewanee was working a lot in the community, but I wanted to learn more.”
Carol and Bill learned as much as they could about Sewanee’s new Office of Civic Engagement, a big tent that now
encompasses outreach, in which Carol had participated as a
student, (among other things, she volunteered for Big People
for Little People at Sewanee Elementary), and new initiatives:
course-based service-learning, a Bonner Leaders program,
the Canale Fellows, and a VISTA corps.
“We were really impressed with what is happening,” says
Bill. “The work the office is doing is grounded in reality and at
the same time accomplishing so much in partnership with the
community.”
After Carol and Bill looked closely at the program, they

The Office of Civic Engagement is committed to preparing Sewanee students for lives of achievement and service. To further this purpose, it has
developed a range of programs in partnership with local, regional, and
international community organizations.

decided that they really wanted to make
a two-part gift: to
establish an endowment now with an
outright gift and
match that with a
planned gift, made
through a charitable
gift annuity (CGA). Bill and Carol Shepherd, C’81, Titus.
Their gifts are the
first major contributions to a challenge posed by a Sewanee
family who is covering the cost of running this program while a
sustaining endowment is raised.
A charitable gift annuity is just one planned giving instrument that donors use to include Sewanee in their estate plans.
The donor gives a tax-deductible lump sum to Sewanee, which
is placed into an annuity that at first works like any other annuity by paying out life income. The amount the CGA pays
is dependent on the age of the donor. An older donor earns
more income than a younger one, because the payout will
likely take place over more years for a younger donor.
“The importance of planned giving in the campaign cannot be overstated,” says Jay Fisher, vice president for advancement. “About 40 percent of the total we have raised in the
Stronger Truer Sewanee campaign has been in planned gifts, and
other significant gifts have come from realized bequests—essentially money the University has inherited during the course
of the campaign.”
For the Tituses, making an outright gift to establish an
endowment allows them to make an impact now while the
CGA is a way of planning for how they will continue to support
Sewanee and the community long after their passing and also
a way of planning for their retirement. “Our gifts are really
bringing us joy,” says Carol. “And they are also quite practical.
That appeals to the head and the heart.”
Read more about Carol and Bill Titus and how they are
helping shape Civic Engagement at Sewanee at give.sewanee.
edu/stories.
For more information on gift planning, contact Allison Cardwell, director of gift planning at 931.598.1761 or at
strongertruergifts@sewanee.edu.
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Facing It

A freshman volleyball player fights through cancer to play the sport she loves at
the college she fell in love with.
By Clayton Felts, sports information director

U

SED TO BEING SORE and tired after volleycompleting schoolwork between sessions. During one six-week
ball practice, Constance Connolly, C’20, found
stretch, she had daily 15-minute radiation therapy sessions. Fiherself, one afternoon during her sophomore
nally, while she was fighting nausea, fatigue, and pain throughyear of high school, absolutely exhausted. Not
out her body, the shock of the serious set in.
too concerned, she thought it was just a consequence of being
“At first, it didn’t really hit me that I had cancer,” Conbusy. As the fatigue remained day after day, Connolly recalls,
nolly says. “It wasn’t until I started going through the postshe found another problem: a knot on her lower abdomen.
surgery treatments that I realized how hard this was going to
Not knowing what to make of it, she told her mother. Conbe. My parents realized it immediately, but it wasn’t until I
cerned, Cynthia Connolly took Constance to her doctor. After noticed that I was no longer at school and I had no energy to
some initial testing, the Connolly family was advised to have
do anything socially that it started to weigh on me.”
the knot, which turned out to be an ovarian cyst, removed.
Eventually, Connolly started to regain her strength. With
What followed was something
the last treatment completed
a previously healthy teenage
in March 2014, Connolly’s
athlete never expected.
chemo port was removed the
A day after leading Memfollowing month. She folphis’s St. Agnes Academy to
lowed that with the opportuthe TSSAA Division II AA
nity to play at nationals with
state championship in volleyher club team.
ball, Connolly was admitted
“When I first returned
for surgery. When the biopsy
to volleyball, the simplest
result was announced, Contasks were so difficult,”
nolly and her parents were
Connolly says. “But I was so
informed that she had cancer.
happy just to be out of St.
The mass that was removed
Jude and back on the court.
during her procedure was a
That helped motivate me to
five-pound tumor that was
get past the pain and hardattached to her small intesships as I made a comeback.”
tine. In fact, the doctors had
As Connolly headed into
to remove four inches of her
her junior season, her progintestine just to remove the
ress continued to brighten.
pelvic mass.
She was able to return to
Only days later, Connolly
school full-time. Back to
was set to start cancer treatfull strength, Connolly also
ment at the world-renowned
regained her form in volSt. Jude Children’s Research
leyball, eventually drawing
Hospital in Memphis. Over
the eye of several collegiate
the next five months, Concoaches.
nolly received eight rounds of
“My dream was always
radiation therapy and three
to play NCAA Division I
rounds of chemotherapy. She
volleyball. When I started
sat for an hour and 15 mingetting recruited, I had a
The Sewanee volleyball team visited St. Jude Children’s Hospital during a
road trip to Memphis in the fall.
utes during each treatment,
few choices,” Connolly says.
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Constance Connolly, C’20, became the volleyball team’s best setter two years after undergoing radiation and chemotherapy treatments.

“One was to play as an invited walk-on at Austin Peay, which
is a D-I program. But I visited Sewanee after Coach [Shawna]
Laurendine started recruiting me, and I fell in love with this
place. Sewanee opened up a different type of opportunity. The
more I learned about the team, the
University, and the campus, I knew
that Sewanee was the right place.”
After arriving on campus for
her freshman year, Connolly developed into the Tigers’ best setter.
Splitting time with classmate Anna
Wilson, C’20, Connolly led Sewanee this season with 394 assists
and ranked second behind senior
defensive specialist Sara Jayne Sutton, C’17, in digs with 221.
“Playing for Sewanee has been a blessing,” Connolly says.
“My teammates are great and we have developed a bond like
sisters. Our seniors have been great about leading and listening to young players like me when we have questions or need

encouragement. The tradition, respect, and community that
I’ve experienced at Sewanee affirm my belief that I made the
right college choice.”
After all the setbacks and hurdles in her journey to the
Domain, Connolly had a chance to
return to St. Jude this fall with her
teammates when the Tigers were
playing matches at Rhodes College in Memphis. When Connolly
reflects back, she has one piece of
advice.
“I have gone through so much
and but I have never felt like I was
a victim,” she says. “We all face
difficulties in life. So many times we like to control outcomes,
but when I was diagnosed with cancer, I quickly learned that I
didn’t have control. All I could do was face it. Really, that’s all
any of us can do: Face those moments with all our strength.”

“When I returned to volleyball, the simplest tasks
were so difficult. But I
was so happy just to be
on the court.”
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CLASS NOTES

1961

Jerry Summers, C’63, was honored with the Distinguished Alumnus Award from the University of Tennessee.

George McDaniel, C’66, received the 2014 South Carolina Environmental Awareness Award from the South Carolina Department
of Health & Environmental Control. Jimmy Guignard, C’63, and
George’s brother, Stuart McDaniel, C’64, attended the ceremony,
along with family and friends.

At the same time Sewanee
alumni were celebrating
Homecoming on the Mountain
in November, the first meeting
of the Sewanee Club of Paris
was taking place in the City of
Light, attended by Sewanee
students studying in France,
Sewanee alumni living in Paris,
along with friends and spouses. French Professor George
Poe writes that he hopes
the gathering will become an
annual event, coinciding with
Sewanee Homecoming. Left to
right: French Professor George
Poe; Ron Oman, C’98; former
Sewanee French assistant
Audrey Loirat; Sylviane Poe;
Jacques Bossonney; Carol
Meathe Bossonney, C’82;
Charlotte Puckette, C’82; and
Sewanee friend Tanguy.

David A. Elliott III writes,
“Tradition in the Elliott family
runs deep on the Mountain.”
Two of his children, Cynthia,
C’83, and Duncan, C’85, are
graduates of the College, and
Duncan’s daughter, Annie,
C’20, is a freshman this year.
David’s brother Bill is an alumnus, his father was a trustee,
and his mother was the first
female trustee. David currently
serves as a trustee. Although
he is officially retired, he is
interim dean of St. Andrew’s
Cathedral in Jackson, Mississippi. W. Scott Welch, senior
counsel in Baker Donelson’s
Jackson, Mississippi, office,
received the Capital Area Bar
Association’s 2016 Professionalism Award.

1963
Jerry Summers was honored
with the Distinguished Alumnus Award from the University
of Tennessee. Jerry graduated from the College of Law
in 1966 and was a founding
member of what is now Summers, Rufolo & Rodgers in
Chattanooga, where he is the
supervising member.

1965
Jerry B. Adams received the
Distinguished Service Award
from the Conway, Arkansas,
Chamber of Commerce in
March. It is the highest form of
recognition from the chamber
and is its lifetime achievement
award. In May, he was named
Humanitarian of the Year by
Just Communities of Arkansas,
a statewide organization, “for
his demonstrated commitment
to equal opportunities for all
Arkansans.”

1966
Jim Beene, C’69, along with sons Phil and Charles, C’99, cycled the 65-mile Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal from Washington, D.C., to Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia, in October 2015 in celebration of all
their birthdays.
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George McDaniel received the
South Carolina Environmental
Awareness Award from the

South Carolina Department of
Health & Environmenal Countrol. Jimmy Guignard, C’63,
and George’s brother, Stuart
McDaniel, C’64, attended the
ceremony along with family
and friends. Bruce Mulkey,
who says he warily steered
clear of Andrew Lytle’s creative
writing class during his time at
Sewanee, is currently writing
a memoir with the working
title A Tale of Two Fathers, a
story about one man and his
two daughters born 42 years
apart. Bruce currently resides
in Asheville, North Carolina,
with his wife, Shonnie Lavender, and their six-year-old
daughter, Gracelyn.

story, “The Penitent Priest”
and essay “Sewanee as
Touchstone” took prizes in a
national competition.

1968

1973

Col. Billy B. “Rusty” Napier
was inducted into the U.S.
Special Operations Command’s Commando Hall of
Honor during ceremonies at
its headquarters at McDill Air
Force Base in Tampa, Florida,
on April 20, 2016. The award
recognizes those who have
served in the special forces
with distinction and who particularly embody the skills,
values, spirit, and courage of
a special operations warrior.
In addition to commending his
service as a navigator flying
AC-130 combat missions over
Vietnam and Cambodia and
his command of those missions in Panama, the award
cited his service as the director of legislative affairs for the
Special Operations Command.

Tom Miller recently returned
from Oxford University, where
he was enrolled in the Life
in Victorian England course
at the Continuing Education
Department’s Summer School
for Adults. In 2014, he was
admitted to Oxford University’s
Certificate of Higher Education
Program in history, and expects to fulfill its requirements
by the end of 2017. Tom
received his bachelor’s degree
in history in 1973 and credits
Professor Anita Goodstein
with his active participation in
lifelong learning and continued
love of history.

1969
Jim Beene, along with sons
Phil and Charles, C’99, cycled
the 65-mile Chesapeake and
Ohio Canal from Washington,
D.C., to Harper’s Ferry, West
Virginia, in October 2015 in
celebration of all their birthdays. Tony Jordan’s second
novel, Flying Blind, was
published in September and
is available online. His short

1970
The Rt. Rev. Henry Nutt Parsley Jr., H’97, retired bishop of
Alabama and former chancellor of the University, recently
served as bishop provisional
for the Diocese of Easton in
coastal Maryland. He has
now retired, and he and his
wife, Becky, C’73, have built
a home on Masonboro Sound
in Wilmington, North Carolina,
where he looks forward to fishing and writing.

John Nelson, C’77, and his brothers, David, C’79, and Chris,
C’84, recently caught up with Bud Sutherland and his wife, Sarah,
in Gulf Shores, Alabama, where the Nelson family runs a seafood
business.

Laura Prout Oppenhimer, C’91, placed first in the Ft. Ritchie,
Pennsylvania, Duathlon in the masters category. The duathlon
requires running twice, with cycling in between.

1975
Holland West retired from
international law firm Dechert
LLP in New York City. He is now
managing principal of Topsail
Insights LLC, a boutique strategic services firm in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina.

1977
John Nelson and his brothers, David, C’79, and Chris,
C’84, recently caught up with
Bud Sutherland and his wife,
Sarah, in Gulf Shores, Alabama, where the Nelson family

Traci Solomon, C’95, received a master of science degree in
management and administrative sciences with a concentration in
project management from the Naveen Jindal School of Management at the University of Texas at Dallas in December 2015,
graduating with honors.
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runs a seafood business. John
and Bud first met at Lambda
Chi parties when Bud was
on the Sewanee police force.
They became good friends and
John’s brothers followed in his
footsteps. The Nelsons met
the Sutherlands at their fishery
and gave them a tour of the
operation.
Nawal Batteh McDaniel, C’03,
and Troyce McDaniel, C’03,
welcomed Anastasia Westbrook McDaniel on Sept. 17,
2015.

Paulk Turner, C’00, married Melissa Starr on June 18, 2016 in
Auburn, Alabama. Front row: Paul Roess, C’03; Pratt Patterson;
Paulk Turner; Melissa Starr Turner; Haynes Roberts, C’00; and
Thomas Goldsmith, C’98. Back row: Burch Tipton, C’01; Robert
Finch, C’99; Allison Patterson; Anne-Carter Finch, C’01; Bess
Turner, Bryan Starr, C’00; Parker Moore, C’99; Chris Warren,
C’00; Ellerbe Dargan, C’00; Megan Greene Roberts, C’03;
Joseph Schilleci, C’00; Charlotte Jane Bell Sawyer, C’99; and
Douglas Finlay, C’99.

Anne Bradley, C’06, husband Clay, and son, Charlie,
welcomed Stuart McCampbell
Bradley to their family on
Sept. 13, 2016.

Candace Hutchins Price,
C’08, and her husband,
Andrew, welcomed their first
child, Thomas “Henry” Price,
on May 12, 2016.

Eugenie Grevemberg Fromherz, C’09, and husband, Kurt,
welcomed Mathilde Wolfe
Fromherz on May 23, 2016.
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Sarah Springer and Thomas
Doherty, C’75, have become
grandparents by virtue of their
son, Colin, and his wife, Jennifer, bringing into the world
a baby girl, Audrey Mary, born
Sept. 18, 2016, in Yokosuka,
Japan, where Colin, a Navy
lieutenant, serves as navigator on the USS Benfold, a
guided missile destroyer.

1982
Mason G. Alexander has
been selected for inclusion in
The Best Lawyers in America
2017. Mason is the managing
partner of the Charlotte, North
Carolina, office of Fisher Phillips. It is the 11th year Mason
has been included on the list.
Dana Woods Carotenuto,
C’03, and her husband, Nick,
welcomed their third daughter,
Molly Emerson Carotenuto, on
Aug. 31, 2016. Molly joins big
sisters Olivia and Phoebe.

1983
Mary Oehmig, C’05, and Henry
Oehmig, C’03, welcomed
a daughter, Laura Matilda
Oehmig, on Dec. 10, 2015.

Catherine Woody Knipstein, C’02, married Jeff Knipstein on
June 4, 2016, at the Homestead Resort in Hot Springs, Virginia.
Pictured left to right are: Kav Milward, C’02; Cathy Schmidt
Milward, C’02; Alison Clyde Sural, C’99; Nicky Campbell
Hamilton, C’99; Knox van Nagell Pfister, C’01; Michael Woody,
C’00; Catherine Woody Knipstein; Jeff Knipstein; Courtney Reid,
C’03; Brooke Getter Mayer, C’03; Sarah Hinkle Bowersox, C’03;
Alexis Wedgeworth, C’03; Josiah Daniel, C’01; and Lizzie Reynolds Daniel, C’02.

Pat “Appy” Apperson received
his Ph.D. in policy studies (agricultural policy) from Clemson
University on Aug. 4, 2016.
His research was on agricultural commodity futures price
volatility and market regulation. Appy has joined the faculty of Clemson as a lecturer
in agribusiness in the Department of Agricultural Sciences.
He and his wife, Elaine, live in
Greenville, South Carolina.

1984
Archibald Reeves IV has been
named treasurer-elect of the
International Association of
Defense Counsel, an invitationonly professional association
for defense lawyers and insurance executives.

1986
The Rev. Dr. Canon Gretchen
M. Rehberg has been elected
ninth bishop of Spokane, and
will be transitioned on March
18, 2017.

1988
The Rev. Sam Persons Parkes
earned the doctor of theology
degree (Th.D.) in homiletics
from the University of Toronto
and the Toronto School of
Theology on May 12, 2016.
Sam is currently serving as the
pastor of Cloverdale United
Methodist Church in Dothan,
Alabama.

Jessica Bradley, C’07, married Matthew Wiseman on May 21, 2016, in Memphis, Tennessee.
Sewanee graduates in attendance included, left to right: Shea Leatherman, C’07; Victoria Sharpe,
C’07; Rosemary Puckett, C’07; Callie Prechter, C’07; John Moll, C’07; Tyler Bodine, C’08; and
Laurel Bodine-Coffey, C’07.

1991
Laura Prout Oppenhimer
placed first in the Ft. Ritchie,
Pennsylvania, Duathlon in the
masters category. The duathlon requires running twice, with
cycling in between.

1993
Michael Cass and former
Nashville Mayor Karl Dean
have written Nashville: The
South’s New Metropolis, a new
book about the city’s dynamic
growth and changes over the
past 25 years. Michael is a
speechwriter and communications adviser for Dean’s successor, Mayor Megan Barry.

Anne Temple Wise, C’06, and Drew Kann were married in Atlanta on Feb. 27, 2016. Pictured, back
row left to right: Tyler Thompson, C’02; Fallon Gnann Hirsch, C’06; Lauren Lively Schmid, C’06;
Caroline Smith Neale, C’07; Will Reynolds, C’07; Amy Sharp Patenaude, C’06; Jeff Patenaude,
C’06; Edmund Lord, C’06; and Cosmo Boyd, C’74. Second row: Janie Wise Thompson, C’08;
Melissa Glaser Shahbaz, C’06; Malia Chang Martin, C’05; Ashley Ruggieri Stucenski, C’06; Carrie
Barfield Donaldson, C’09; Nicole Manley Erwin, C’05; Bunny Boyd Howell, C’05; Jennifer Upshaw Reynolds, C’07; and Eric Pedersen, C’06. Front row: Hayden Patterson Martin, C’05; Sarah
Bridges Hales, C’05; Anne Temple Wise; Drew Kann; and Margaret Anne Ryburn, C’06.

1994
Heather Bennett is an associate professor of biology at
Lone Star College–University
Park in Houston, Texas. She
says she has repatriated herself to her home state and is
happy as a clam.

1995
Traci Solomon received a master of science degree in management and administrative
sciences with a concentration
in project management from

Claire Hennessey married Andrew Thompson on Oct. 3, 2015, at the Chrysler Museum of Art in
Norfolk, Virginia. Left to right: Sarah Mills Nee, C’07; Nancy Bryant Pappas, C’08; Alex Pappas,
C’08; Andrew Thompson; Claire Hennessey; Sara Jesse Parsons, C’07; Katharine Wilkinson, C’05;
Lauren Palmore, C’07; and Leigh Ruffin Adams, C’09.
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Alec Hogsette, C’08, married Ashley Brown Hogsette on April 9,
2016, in Florence, South Carolina. Sewanee alumni attending
the wedding included, from left to right. Jason Smith, C’08; Jim
Voitier, C’08; Evan Judge, C’09; Casey Clark, C’09; Daniel Eley,
C’07; Heather Haney Eley, C’07; Forrest Hogsette, C’11; Dick
Lodge, C’07; James Daniel Conner, C’08; Daniel Shaver, C’07;
Belle Little Zeigler, C’96; Ben Zeigler, C’92; the Very Rev. Ken
Weldon, T’01, and Haigh Porter, C’56.

the Naveen Jindal School of
Management at the University
of Texas at Dallas in December
2015, graduating with honors.

4, 2016, at the Homestead
Resort in Hot Springs, Virginia.

1998

Dana Woods Carotenuto and
her husband, Nick, welcomed
their third daughter, Molly Emerson Carotenuto, on Aug. 31,
2016. Molly joins big sisters
Olivia and Phoebe. Joe Kasl
and Price Embree Kasl, C’02,
live in Lakewood, Ohio, and
have two children: seven-yearold Eddie and four-year-old
Grace. Joe is the associate
director of admissions at St.
Edward High School, where he
also teaches public speaking and was the head baseball coach for three years.
Joe holds a J.D. from Case
Western Reserve University
School of Law and is currently
pursuing an MFA in writing
from Spalding University in
Louisville, Kentucky, with a
concentration in playwriting.

Rachel Robinson, graduated
from New York University
London in May 2016 with a
master’s degree in historical
and sustainable architecture
and received the Euston Arch
Memorial Award recognizing
the best thesis project for
the academic year. Her thesis
topic was the London Mews.

2000
Paulk Turner married Melissa
Starr on June 18, 2016, in
Auburn, Alabama.

2002
Catherine Woody Knipstein
married Jeff Knipstein on June

Jillian Williams, C’07, married Chris Williams in Nashville, Tennessee, on Oct. 18, 2015. She had three bridesmaids, two of
whom are Sewanee alumni: Jessica Hardy, C’06, and Collette
Cosby, C’06.

2003

KEEP IN TOUCH!
We know exciting things have happened since you left the
Mountain. Let us know about your new job, promotion,
marriage or family addition. Send news to:
classnotes@sewanee.edu or
Buck Butler
Office of Marketing & Communications
735 University Avenue
Sewanee, TN 37383-1000
Deadlines and policies Class notes deadlines fall about
10 weeks before the magazine is published. Sewanee
magazine’s policy is to publish news after the fact. Please
let us know about weddings, births, and degrees received
after they have happened.

Catherine Moore McKinney, C’09, married Laramie Wayne
Adams on June 20, 2015, at Christ Church, Washington Parish,
in Washington, D.C. Kathleen Presley Brooks, C’09, served as
a reader. Leigh Ruffin Adams, C’09, served as matron of honor.
Other Sewanee alumni in attendance included Brewer Adams,
C’09; Hall Carter, C’06; Sarah Crosby, C’09; Lang Hamilton,
C’09; Amy Jackson, C’09; Mackenzie Jortner, C’09; Laura
LaMonica, C’10; Morgan Manser, C’09; Caroline Inge McDonald, C’09; Emma Mittelstadt McKinstry, C’09; Coley McKinstry,
C’06; Hannah Miller, C’09; Hanna Sheesley Rochelle, C’09; Emily Randolph Siniard, C’09; and Caroline Straight, C’09.
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Alumni photograph policies We accept photos of
Sewanee groups at weddings and other special events. With
the photo, send the names and class years of all alumni
pictured; birth date, parents’ names, and class years with
photos of children; dates and locations of events pictured.
Digital and print photos must be clear and of good quality;
color is preferred. Prints should be on glossy paper with no
surface texture. Prints will be returned at your request; write
your name and address on the back.
Digital photos must be jpegs of at least 300 pixels per
inch and 4 x 6 in. minimum dimension. Low-resolution
photos converted to higher resolutions are not acceptable.

Nawal Batteh McDaniel and
Troyce McDaniel welcomed
Anastasia Westbrook McDaniel
on Sept. 17, 2015. Anastasia
was baptized at the San Jose
Episcopal Church in Jacksonville, Florida, on Jan. 10, 2016.
The Rev. Steph Britt, T’96,
presided. Tom Coker was also
in attendance. Henry Oehmig
and Mary Oehmig, C’05,
welcomed a daughter, Laura
Matilda Oehmig, on Dec. 10,
2015.

2005
Mary Oehmig and Henry
Oehmig, C’03, welcomed
a daughter, Laura Matilda
Oehmig, on Dec. 10, 2015.

2006
Anne Bradley, husband Clay,
and son Charlie welcomed
Stuart McCampbell Bradley to
their family on Sept. 13, 2016.
Anne Temple Wise and Drew
Kann were married in Atlanta,
Georgia, on Feb. 27, 2016.

2007
Jessica Bradley married Matthew Wiseman on May 21,
2016, in Memphis, Tennessee.
Claire Hennessey married
Andrew Thompson on Oct. 3,
2015, at the Chrysler Museum
of Art in Norfolk, Virginia. The
couple lives in Atlanta. Jillian
Williams married Chris Williams in Nashville, Tennessee,
on Oct. 18, 2015, and became
a mother to his two boys,
Carter and Garrett.

2008
Isabel Casteleiro Cottrell recently joined the Federal Practice Group Worldwide Service
as part of the firm’s Federal
Employment Law Group. She
represents clients by pursuing
claims of discrimination at the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission and defending her
clients against disciplinary and

adverse actions. Prior to joining the Federal Practice Group,
Isabel worked for two other
Washington, D.C., law firms
that focus on federal employment. Alec Hogsette married
Ashley Brown Hogsette on April
9, 2016, in Florence, South
Carolina. Candace Hutchins
Price and her husband,
Andrew, welcomed their first
child, Thomas “Henry” Price,
on May 12, 2016.

2009
Eugenie Grevemberg Fromherz, C’09, and husband, Kurt,
welcomed Mathilde Wolfe
Fromherz on May 23, 2016.
This is their second baby and
second girl; Mathilde’s big
sister, Lucille Eugenie, turned
two on Oct. 12, 2016. Leigh
Cornick Ruffin married Paul
Brewer Adams on April 5,
2014, at St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church in Norfolk, Virginia.
The couple lives in Nashville,
Tennessee. Catherine Moore
McKinney married Laramie
Wayne Adams on June 20,
2015, at Christ Church, Washington Parish, in Washington,
D.C. The couple lives in Austin,
Texas.

Leigh Cornick Ruffin, C’09, married Paul Brewer Adams, C’09,
on April 5, 2014, at St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church in Norfolk,
Virginia. Maggie Ruffin, C’19, served as maid of honor. Several
Sewanee alumnae served as bridesmaids: Catherine McKinney
Adams, C’09; Emma Mittelstadt McKinstry, C’09; Nancy Bryant
Pappas, C’08; and Emily Randolph Siniard, C’09. Charlotte Bryant, C’12, served as a greeter. Will Adams, C’12, served as best
man. Several Sewanee alumni served as groomsmen: Trey Axe,
C’09; Hudson Byrd, C’09; Will Grundy, C’09; and Chase Spurlock, C’09. Guests were escorted to their seats by Ford Tupper,
C’09, and John Williamson, C’10. Other Sewanee alumni in
attendance included Caroline Hale Berberich, C’09; Hayley Robb
Brantley, C’09; Tyler Brantley, C’09; Hugh Hunter Byrd, C’60;
Andy Jarrett, C’09; Coley McKinstry, C’06; Alex Pappas, C’09;
Abby Rudd Sights, C’09; Claire Hennessey Thompson, C’07; and
Betsy West, C’09.

2010
Mac McCallum married Mary
Pat McCallum on July 16,
2016, at the Asheville School
in Asheville, North Carolina.
Melissa Lyman graduated with
honors from the University
of New Orleans this summer,
earning a master’s degree in
English literature. After graduation, she spent two weeks out
West on an academic grant,
hiking over 100 miles in Utah’s
national parks and studying ancient Native American
rock art. She returns to New
Orleans this year to continue
teaching English and plotting
her next adventure.

Mac McCallum, C’10, married Mary Pat McCallum on July 16,
2016, at the Asheville School in Asheville, North Carolina. Sewanee alumni in attendance included Franklin Pogue, C’11; Matt
Moore, C’10; Rascoe Dean, C’10; Emily Finch, C’10; Caroline
Dashiell Dean, C’11; Terrell McWhirter, C’10; Chelsey Barry,
C’10; Brittany McCall, C’10; Tom Willis, C’10; Henry Gass,
C’10; Daniel Williams, C’14; Elizabeth Watt Finch, C’77; Lindsay
Finch Williams, C’07; Derry Roberson, C’11; Scott Willis, C’11;
Joe Reilly, C’11; and Margaret Garrett Reilly, C’12.
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Margaret Ellard, C’14, married Ross O’Connor, C’13, in Sewanee on May 14, 2016. Sewanee
alumni in attendance included: Eleanor Claiborne, C’11; Suzie Mellinger, C’11; Mary Margaret Burdett, C’11; Kathryn Cochran, C’11; Henry Kiser, C’10; Adams Conrad, C’13; Marty Johnson, C’13;
Robert Rosamand, C’13; Carson Pfeifer, C’13; Wilson DeLaney, C’13; Dillon Stevens, C’13; Anne
Presley, C’13; Michael Coogan, C’13; Caroline Brooks, C’14; Harriet Grimball, C’14; Matthew
Haan, C’14; Carole Anne Spohn, C’14; Grace Bukawyn, C’14; Pascale Rucker, C’14; Rebecca McDonough, C’14; Nic Pusateri, C’14; Ryan Garikes, C’14; Georgia Howard, C’14; Allie White, C’14;
Jack Overstreet, C’14; and Melissa Hartley, C’93.

2011
Sarah Pinson married Marshall Williams at Rhodes Hall
in Atlanta, Georgia, on Sept.
17, 2016.

2013
Ross O’Connor married
Margaret Ellard, C’14, in
Sewanee on May 14, 2016.

2014
Margaret Ellard married Ross
O’Connor, C’13, in Sewanee
on May 14, 2016.
In Memoriam

Sarah Pinson, C’11, married Marshall Williams, C’11, at Rhodes
Hall in Atlanta on Sept. 17, 2016. Sewanee alumni in attendance
included: Matthew Pinson, C’80; Elizabeth Shortridge, C’11;
Groves Dixon, C’10; Alfire Sidik, C’09; Tiffany Davidson, C’09;
Ansley Reidel, C’10; Caroline Gwaltney, C’15; Andrew Patty,
C’12; Jeff Christopher, C’10; Sarah Owens, C’11; Julia Wood,
C’13; Callan Cook, C’14; Bentley Cook, C’11; Josiah Garton,
C’08; Denton O’Neal, C’13; Andrea Grochowski, C’13; Spike
Hosch, C’12; Carter Stough, C’13; Matt McGraw, C’10; Loretta
Modica Parker, C’12; and Zach Parker, C’14. Photo by Kathryn
Rogers, C’11.
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Obituaries are published for alumni
of the College of Arts and Sciences
and select friends of the University.
Sewanee magazine’s policy is
to publish the names of surviving
spouses. Due to space limitations,
other survivors may not be listed.
Hunter McDonald Jr., C’46, of
Nashville, Tennessee, died on
July 15, 2016. At Sewanee,
he was a member of Phi Delta
Theta. He served his country
during World War II, having
enlisted in 1943 at the age of

19. He served with the 517th
Parachute Regimental Combat
Team in the European theater
of operation. His 517th Regiment earned and was awarded
the Presidential Citation for
serving above and beyond the
call of duty. Later he was assigned to the 505th regiment
of the 82nd Airborne Division,
which was among the first
American occupation troops
in Berlin. He was awarded the
Purple Heart, the Bronze Star,
and five Silver Stars for each
campaign as well as a Combat
Infantryman Badge. He was
the owner and president of
three family businesses, the
Family Service Laundry, Fort
Negley Laundry, and Colony
Cleaners. He served as president of the Southern Laundry
Owners Association. In 1961,
he was honored to be selected
by the U.S. Department of
Commerce to serve as its
representative to create business for American companies
in Nigeria. He is survived by
his wife, Emmie, four children,
including Hunter McDonald III,
C’72, nine grandchildren, and
nine great-grandchildren.
Robert J. Warner Jr., C’48, of
Nashville, Tennessee, died on
July 29, 2016. He majored in
political science at Sewanee
and was a member of Kappa
Alpha Order. In 1944, he volunteered to serve in the U.S.
Army. After basic training, he
was sent to the University of
Pennsylvania to study Japanese, as he was to serve as a
special agent in the Counter-Intelligence Corps in Nagoya. He
continued to serve in the Army
Reserve for several decades,
reaching the rank of lieutenant
colonel before his retirement.
He graduated from Yale University Law School in 1951. In the
summer of 1948, he was hired
to drive Estes Kefauver around
the state of Tennessee during
Kefauver’s campaign for the
U.S. Senate. Part of his duties
included caring for a raccoon,

IN MEMORIAM

the campaign mascot. He
served as the Davidson County
campaign manager for Edmund
Orgill’s gubernatorial campaign
in 1958, and for Eugene McCarthy’s presidential campaign
in 1968. He formed his first
law firm in Nashville with his
friends Ward DeWitt and Henry
Denmark Bell when they were
just out of law school. He went
on to work as an assistant
district attorney for Davidson
County in the early 1950s.
During the Nashville sit-ins
in 1960, he was appointed
to Mayor Ben West’s ad hoc
Human Relations Committee,
which was instrumental in
desegregating lunch counters
in the city. He worked primarily as a litigation attorney in
Nashville throughout his long
legal career. He was a lifelong
member of Christ Episcopal
Church. He is survived by his
wife, Ruth, one daughter, and
one grandson.
David M. Cleveland Jr., C’49,
of Sweetwater, Tennessee,
died on July 8, 2016. At
Sewanee, he was a member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. He was
active in his community, serving as chairman of the Monroe
County Democratic Party, as
a county commissioner for
over 32 years, and on the
Sweetwater City Commission.
He served as a state commissioner for eight years with Gov.
Ned McWherter. He was a devoted member of Christ Presbyterian Church and served as
an elder. He is survived by two
daughters, six grandchildren,
and nine great-grandchildren.
Allan G. Edwards Jr., C’49, of
Nashua, New Hampshire, died
on July 13, 2016. He served
in the U.S. Air Force in San
Antonio, Texas, and completed
his surgical residency at Emory
University Hospital in Atlanta,
Georgia, and Massachusetts
Eye and Ear Infirmary in Boston, Massachusetts. Specializing in otolaryngology head and

neck surgery, he was a member of the American Academy
of Otolaryngology. He served
as president of the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary
professional staff and was a
member of the Harvard Medical School teaching faculty. He
was in practice for 50 years,
on staff at the Massachusetts
General Hospital and Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary.
He is survived by his wife,
Jeanne, three children, and five
grandchildren.
Homer P. Hopkins, C’50, of
Nashville, Tennessee, died on
June 30, 2016. After graduating from Sewanee with a
degree in biology, he earned a
master’s degree in health education from Yale University and
a Ph.D. in public health from
the University of North Carolina. His interest in health education was developed through
his work for the Tennessee
Department of Public Health,
where he developed a program of comprehensive health
planning. He was a dedicated
advocate for seniors, chairing
the Public Policy Committee of
Senior Citizens (currently Fifty
Forward) for four years and
serving as a volunteer lobbyist
for AARP in his retirement. His
passionate efforts for 12 years
helped establish a program of
home- and community-based
care for senior citizens in Tennessee as an alternative to
institutional care. After working
for many years as assistant
commissioner for the Tennessee Department of Public
Health, he worked for Middle
Tennessee Health Systems
Agency as its associate director. He was also the administrator of a nursing home in his
hometown of Winchester, Tennessee, before he fully retired,
and began years of volunteering and advocating for seniors.
He was the 2002 recipient
of the Harriet Foley Board
Leadership Award, the 2003
Richard A. Fowlkes Volunteer

Excellence in Aging Award for
outstanding contribution to the
advancement of aging services
in the greater Nashville region,
and a 2006 recipient of the
Sage Award, sponsored by the
Council on Aging of Greater
Nashville, for demonstrating a
lifelong commitment to improving the quality of life in his
community. He is survived by
his wife, Deta, three daughters, five granddaughters, and
seven great-grandchildren.
The Rt. Rev. Edmond L.
Browning, C’51, of Dee,
Oregon, died on July 11, 2016.
At Sewanee, he was a member of Phi Gamma Delta. He
served as presiding bishop
of the Episcopal Church from
1986 to 1997. Browning shepherded the Episcopal Church
through a transformational and
tumultuous era, characterized
by some of the most divisive
issues of the 20th century.
As presiding bishop, he made
it a priority to identify with
people and places filled with
human suffering because he
believed the Church needed
to be present there. Early in
his administration, Browning
endorsed the “Michigan Plan”
a major economic justice plan
designed to address the needs
of the poor in the nation. He
worked to expand the Church’s
ministries with Native Americans, forming a groundbreaking national committee made
up solely of indigenous members of the Church. He was
also one of the first religious
leaders to visit the AIDS wards
in San Francisco, and was
noteworthy for his compassion
and support for those affected
by AIDS and HIV. Committed
to gender equality, in 1989 he
ordained the Rt. Rev. Barbara
C. Harris, the first woman ordained bishop in the Anglican
Communion. He also worked
tirelessly for the full inclusion
of gay and lesbian people in
the life of the Church, and
advocated for healthy and

balanced dialogue on issues
related to sexuality throughout
his term as presiding bishop.
Committed to the eradication
of racism, Browning was asked
by the late Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy of Massachusetts to
represent the religious community at a press conference
to announce the new proposed
Civil Rights Act (1990), and
made a pastoral visit to Los
Angeles after the riots there in
1991. Under his administration, the House of Bishops of
the Episcopal Church released
“A Pastoral Letter on the Sin
of Racism” in 1994. A friend
and ally of the retired archbishop of Cape Town, the Most
Rev. Desmond Tutu, Browning
pledged his full support to the
anti-apartheid movement. A
staunch supporter of justice
for the Palestinian people, he
travelled many times to the
Middle East, visiting refugee
camps on the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip. Toward the
end of his term as presiding bishop, the Palestinian
Authority presented Browning
with the Palestinian Medal of
Jerusalem in recognition of his
advocacy. During his term of
office, Browning strengthened
relations between the Episcopal Church and the Russian
Orthodox Church, and found
ways to partner with Christians
across Eastern Europe in
making the Church a symbol
of hope. He also met with the
late Pope John Paul II, and
discussed women’s ordination
with him. Perhaps the ecumenical breakthrough of Browning’s
career came when the General
Convention of 1997 passed
the Concordat of Agreement
between the Episcopal Church
and the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America (ELCA),
whereby the two churches
entered into full communion.
Though not passed by the
ELCA until after his retirement
in 1999, Browning considered
the historic agreement “a kairos moment for Christendom.”
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He is survived by his wife,
Patricia, five children, and 13
grandchildren.
Hugh C. Brown Jr., C’52, of
Patterson, Louisiana, died on
Aug. 7, 2016. At Sewanee, he
was a member of Delta Tau
Delta. He joined the Army and
served as a military policeman
in Japan following World War II.
After graduating from Sewanee
with a degree in forestry, he
worked as a land manager for
Williams, Inc., later retiring as
vice president after over 40
years of service. He was a
member of Patterson United
Methodist Church. He is
survived by four children, eight
grandchildren, and two greatgrandchildren.
Jack G. Goodwin, C’52, of Midland, Texas, died on June 21,
2016. At Sewanee, he was a
member of Kappa Alpha Order.
He attended Sewanee before
transferring to Texas Christian
University where, in 1953, he
received a bachelor’s degree
in geology. He completed U.S.
Navy Officer Candidate School
in Newport, Rhode Island, and
served in both the Atlantic and
Pacific theaters during the Korean War. He worked as a petroleum geologist with several
oil companies while moving
between Jacksonville, Mississippi; Tyler, Texas; Trinidad,
West Indies; Houston, Texas;
Midland, Texas; and Dallas,
Texas. He was a member of
Grace Presbyterian Church,
where he served terms as elder before transferring to First
United Methodist Church of
Midland. He is survived by his
wife, Marvel, two daughters,
and three grandchildren.
William P. Hale, C’52, of
Atlanta, Georgia, died on April
1, 2016. At Sewanee, he was
a member of Sigma Nu. He entered the U.S. Army, where he
was assigned to the Monterey
California Language School.
He became fluent in Russian
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and served as a translator in
the Korean War. After leaving
the Army, he went to New York
City to pursue his career as a
movie actor. He played in many
off-Broadway shows including the successful A Clearing
in the Woods. After living in
New York City, he traveled the
country and later opened a
gift shop with his best friend
called The Orient Express in
Atlanta.
Thomas N. Nicholson III, C’52,
of Mansfield, Texas, died on
April 10, 2016. At Sewanee,
he was a member of Kappa
Alpha Order. He served in the
Tennessee National Guard for
several years while working
for the Burroughs Corporation. He opened a Chicago
office for German cash register
company Anker Corporation.
Later moves included Madison,
Wisconsin, where he worked
for Berg Co., and Laurel, Maryland, to grow Micros Corporation. He took over Micros’s
satellites in Chicago, and then
moved to manage the home
office for Aloha in Fort Worth,
Texas. He is survived by his
wife, Nancy, three children, and
12 grandchildren.
Gilbert K. Hinshaw, C’53, of
Hobbs, New Mexico, died on
July 10, 2016. He joined the
U.S. Army, and served during the Korean War. He later
enlisted in the U.S. Air Force.
As a non-commissioned officer, he served tours in Thule,
Greenland, and Europe before
working for the U.S. State
Department in Paris. His years
of government service involved
work in journalism and public
affairs. Upon returning to the
United States, he began a
long career in the newspaper
business. He was a reporter in
Altus, Oklahoma, before moving to New Mexico and working
for the Associated Press and
The Albuquerque Tribune. In
the mid-1960s he was named
editor of the newspaper in

Tucumcari, New Mexico. He left
Tucumcari to become editor
of The Carlsbad Current-Argus.
While in Carlsbad, he was
also an executive director of
the New Mexico State Park &
Recreation Commission and
a founder of the New Mexico
Zoological-Botanical State Park
of the Southwest, which later
became Living Desert State
Park. He returned to Tennessee to become editor of The
Manchester Times, followed
by positions with newspapers
in Broken Arrow and Tulsa,
Oklahoma. He was named editor of The Hobbs News-Sun in
1973 and led the newspaper
until his retirement in 1992.
His tenure with The News-Sun
was marked by award-winning
national and local news coverage. After his retirement, he
worked with the City of Hobbs
Senior Citizen Center for 16
years. He authored numerous
books, including works on the
histories of Lea County, Lovington, and Tucumcari. He served
on the vestry at St. Christopher’s Episcopal Church in
Hobbs. He is survived by four
sons, 10 grandchildren, and
seven great-grandchildren.
Robeson S. Moise, C’53, of
Kansas City, Kansas, died on
Sept. 7, 2016. At Sewanee,
he was a member of Alpha Tau
Omega. After graduation, he
was commissioned as a first
lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force,
earned his flight wings, and
was voted Airman of the Year.
He took a duty assignment
in France working in a troop
transport division. He was
transferred to Brooks Air Force
Base outside San Antonio,
Texas, and then to McGuire Air
Force Base in New Jersey. In
1962 and 1963, he served in
the Vietnam War as an advisor to the South Vietnamese
Air Force and flew missions
with the original “Dirty Thirty”
squadron. He was awarded
the Air Medal and Vietnamese
flight wings. Upon returning

to the United States, he was
assigned to Memphis, where
he attended Memphis State
University, earned a master’s
degree in history and led the
R.O.T.C. program. He served
a four-year assignment at the
U.S. Air Force Academy in
Colorado Springs, Colorado,
where he earned his jump
wings, was promoted to lieutenant colonel, and served as
flight instructor for Academy
students. He then served in
Bangkok, Thailand, as the
chief protocol officer for the Air
Force and U.S. embassy. After
two years in Bangkok, he was
stationed at Richards-Gebaur
Air Force Base in Kansas City,
where he was the head of
military and civilian personnel
assigned to the base. In 1975,
he retired from the Air Force.
His work after the Air Force
included teaching at Longview
Community College, leading
the R.O.T.C. program at Ruskin
High School, and working for
Saudi Arabian Airlines for
10 years. There, he helped
establish the airline’s training
programs and assisted the
Saudi government in airport
infrastructure in conjunction
with the U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration. He finished his
working career as professor of
aviation for the University of
Central Missouri in Warrensburg. He served as a deacon
and elder at Colonial Presbyterian Church. He is survived by
his wife, Aileen, three children,
and seven grandchildren.
Roy C. Brown Jr., C’55, of
Abingdon, Virginia, died on Jan.
13, 2016. At Sewanee, he was
a member of Beta Theta Pi. After graduating from Sewanee,
he performed a tour of service
with the U.S. Army, stationed
in Germany. Afterward, he had
a distinguished career as a
journalist with The New York
Times on the religion desk and
then for many years with NBC’s
Today show. As a writer and
field producer for Today, he

traveled widely through Europe
and Asia.

wife, Ellen, three children, and
nine grandchildren.

Edward P. Clark Jr., C’55, of
Chicago, Illinois, died on July
30, 2016. He worked in the
field of medicine and was a
member of Gist Creek Baptist
Church.

The Rev. Carl C. Hendrickson
Jr., C’56, T’73, of Blue Ridge,
Georgia, died on June 28,
2016. At Sewanee, he was
a member of Sigma Nu. After
graduating from Sewanee,
he earned a master’s degree
from the University of North
Carolina in the School of Zoology in 1959, and later earned
a master of divinity degree
from the School of Theology at
Sewanee.

Phil B. Whitaker, C’55, of
Chattanooga, Tennessee, died
on July 30, 2016. At Sewanee,
he was a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. After graduating
from Sewanee, he was commissioned as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force. From
1955 to 1958, he served his
country as an Air Force fighter
pilot, flying the F-86 Sabre jet.
He entered law school upon
completion of his military
service and earned his law
degree from the University of
Virginia in 1961. He practiced
law for more than 40 years
with the firm of Witt, Gaither
& Whitaker, focusing primarily
on labor law, tax and estate
planning. He was elected a
fellow of the Tennessee Bar
Foundation in 1995. Although
he represented a variety of
individuals and businesses
throughout his legal career,
he found pro bono work to be
the most fulfilling of his legal
activities. A devoted resident
of Lookout Mountain, Tennessee, since 1961, he served as
senior warden of the Church of
the Good Shepherd on Lookout
Mountain and as mayor of the
town of Lookout Mountain.
His many civic contributions
included chairing the boards
of the Hunter Museum of
American Art, the Chattanooga
Symphony, the Baylor School,
and the Chattanooga Bible Institute, and serving on several
other boards. He was honored
as National Philanthropy Day
Leadership Fundraiser of the
Year in 2001 by the Association of Fundraising Professionals Tennessee, Southeastern
Chapter. He is survived by his

The Rev. Peter M. Horn, C’56,
of Birmingham, Alabama,
died on June 16, 2016. At
Sewanee, he was a member
of Alpha Tau Omega. In 1961,
he graduated from the Virginia
Theological Seminary, was ordained deacon, and served as
curate of St. Paul’s in Mobile.
He was ordained to the priesthood in 1962. He was priestin-charge of Emanuel Church
in Opelika and St. Matthew’s
in the Pines in Seale, rector of
the Church of the Redeemer
in Jacksonville, Florida, rector
of Trinity Church in Bessemer,
interim associate rector of the
Church of the Nativity, Huntsville, and associate rector of
St. Stephen’s Birmingham until
he retired. In retirement he
served a number of churches
as interim rector, He is survived by his wife, Patricia, four
children, six grandchildren, and
one great-grandson.
John F. Pontius, C’56, of Washington, D.C., died on July 16,
2016. He served nine years
in the U.S. Air Force, learning
to speak Arabic and Russian before becoming a voice
intercept processing specialist,
monitoring and transcribing
Egyptian and Russian communications from U.S. posts
in Crete and England. Later
he was an archives specialist at the National Archives,
Library of Congress, American
Film Institute, and the George

C. Marshall Foundation. In
the 1980s, he was a counselor and community relations
specialist at the Meadows
Recovery Center in Gambrills,
Maryland, and at Chit Chat
Farms recovery facility in Wernersville, Pennsylvania. From
1994 until his death, he was
a tour guide with the Guide
Service of Washington. He
was a recovering alcoholic who
made it a major mission of his
life to help other alcoholics
get sober in the fellowship of
Alcoholics Anonymous. For 38
years he became widely known
as a sponsor and mentor at
the hundreds of AA meetings
in the Washington area. He
organized and attended annual
retreats for recovering alcoholics. He served as a senior
warden of Christ Episcopal
Church in Washington. He is
survived by his wife, Ruth, and
one son.
The Rt. Rev. Edward Lloyd
Salmon Jr., C’56, H’91, of St.
Louis, Missouri, died on June
29, 2016. At Sewanee, he
was a member of Beta Theta
Pi. He graduated from Virginia
Theological Seminary and then
had his first job, taking care of
three small missions in Northwest Arkansas. He built the
church in Rogers into a parish,
and then moved to Fayetteville to be an assistant at St.
Paul’s. He later became rector.
After 11 years in Fayetteville,
he accepted a call to be the
rector of the Church of St.
Michael and St. George, in St.
Louis. Ten years later, he was
elected on the first ballot to be
the 13th bishop of the Diocese
of South Carolina, a position
from which he retired after 18
years, in 2008. He came out
of retirement several months
later to serve as the interim
dean of Nashotah House Theological Seminary, in Nashotah,
Wisconsin, then moved to
Chevy Chase, Maryland, to
become the interim rector of
All Saints Church. From there,

he returned to Nashotah
House and became the 19th
dean and president. He retired
from that position in January
2015. During his 55 years in
ordained ministry, he served
on many boards, including
Kanuga Camp and Conference
Center, which he chaired for
a term; the University of the
South, where he also served
a term as regent; Nashotah
House Theological Seminary,
where he was chairman for 13
of his 22 years on the board;
and The Anglican Digest, where
he was chairman for 41 of his
44 years on the board. After
he retired from his work as a
bishop, Salmon became rector
of All Saints Church in Chevy
Chase, Maryland, which he
had previously served as an
Episcopal visitor beginning in
2006. He is survived by his
wife, Louise; two children,
Catherine Salmon, C’97, and
Edward Salmon III, C’00; and
three grandchildren.
Maurice K. Heartfield Jr.,
C’57, of Washington, D.C., died
on July 30, 2016. At Sewanee,
he was a member of Alpha Tau
Omega. He was an administrator at George Washington University and later at St. Albans
School. He served as a member of numerous community
organizations and local charities with dedication. He was
a member of the Rotary Club
of Washington, Society of the
Cincinnati, the Metropolitan
Club, and a lifelong member of
the Chevy Chase Club. He is
survived by three children and
five grandchildren.
Jack Thompson, C’57, of
Albertville, Alabama, died on
June 30, 2016. He is survived
by four daughters, 12 grandchildren, and 12 great-grandchildren.
Robert Donald Jr., C’58, of
Pascagoula, Mississippi, died
on June 9, 2016. At Sewanee,
he was a member of Alpha Tau
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Omega. He completed his doctor of medicine degree at the
University of Mississippi Medical Center in Jackson in 1962.
Upon graduation, he joined
the U.S. Air Force and was
stationed at Carswell Air Force
Base in Fort Worth, Texas,
from 1962 to 1965, and Camp
Badaber in Peshawar, Pakistan,
from 1965 to 1967. Following
his military service, he moved
to Pascagoula, where he
began his lifelong service to
the people of Jackson County.
He served on the vestry at St.
John’s Episcopal Church in
Pascagoula, where he was an
active member. In 1982, he
began the Honduran Medical
Missions for the Episcopal
Church of Mississippi and participated in five mission trips.
From 1968 to 2004, he was
an active member of Singing
River Hospital System, where
he served as chief of staff. In
1986, he received the Mississippi State Medical Association Community Service Award.
After retiring, he continued to
serve the medical community
as part of the board of directors and as the chair of the
Medical Advisory Board for
the Volunteers in Medicine in
Gautier. He built and deployed
“holy huts” to help house the
homeless of Jackson County,
offering medical assistance at
no charge and forming lasting
friendships. His work continued in 1981 when he founded
and served as president of
Our Daily Bread, serving hot
food and delivering meals. He
was recognized in the early
1990s by the Salvation Army
as the recipient of its highest
national civic honor, the Others
Award. In 2000, he received
the Service Above Self Award
from the Pascagoula Rotary
Club, and in 2008 was toasted
by the State of Mississippi
with the Lifetime Achievement
in Volunteer Service Award
from the Governor’s Initiative
for Volunteer Excellence. The
Young Men’s Business Club of
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Moss Point awarded him the
Lifetime Community Service
Award in 2005, and in 2009
he received the Outstanding Service Award from the
Jackson County United Way.
A longtime member of Rotary
International, he served twice
as a Rotary International Paul
Harris Fellow. He also founded
the Bacot Home for Youth
and served as its first chairman of the board. He was the
driving force in establishing
the Backpack Buddies School
Ministry that has now spread
throughout the Mississippi
Gulf Coast. He is survived by
his wife, Janet, three sons, and
two grandchildren.
Aaron Knight Jr., C’58, of
Alcoa, Tennessee, died on April
13, 2016. At Sewanee, he
was a member of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon. He retired as a lease
broker. He was a member of
John XXIII Catholic Parish and
was also a member of the Elks
Lodge 160. He is survived by
his wife, Sandra, three stepchildren, three grandchildren,
and four great-grandchildren.
Bailey B. Sory III, C’59, of
Palm Beach, Florida, died on
Aug. 19, 2016. During his
time at Sewanee, he was a
member of Kappa Alpha Order.
After graduation, he lived in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and
was employed by Honeywell
Inc. He returned to Florida to
be employed by and part of
the founding family of Tropical Shipping Co. He served
his community in many ways,
most recently on the board
of the Rehabilitation Center
for Children and Adults and
the vestry of the Church of
Bethesda by the Sea. He
served on the boards of the
Gulfstream Council of the Boy
Scouts of America and the
Hanley Center. He is survived
by his wife, Caroline, two sons,
and two grandchildren.

Dennis P. Thompson, C’60,
of Clearwater, Florida, died on
April 24, 2016. At Sewanee,
he was a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. He earned his
law degree from the New York
University School of Law in
1963. He was a U.S. Air Force
veteran who served during
the Vietnam Era at Barksdale
Air Force Base in the judge
advocate general’s office from
1963 to 1967. He retired
as an attorney from his law
practice, Thompson & Foote,
in Clearwater. He is survived
by his companion, Ingrid, two
sons, and one stepdaughter.
Thomas E. Myers Jr., C’62, of
Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina, died on May 1, 2016. At
Sewanee, he was a member of
Kappa Alpha Order. He graduated from Harvard Business
School in 1964. He worked
on Wall Street for 13 years
before returning to Charleston
and founding Disher, Hamrick
and Myers. After many years in
real estate, he created We Are
Family in 1993 to serve the
individuals, families and loved
ones of the gay community. For
the last 14 years, he owned
and operated VoDon custom
framing with his wife, Debra.
He sat on the board at Bishop
Gadsden retirement community several times and was
a member of the St. Cecilia
Society, St. Andrew’s Society,
the Charleston Club, and many
others. He attended St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church. He
is survived by his wife, Debra,
two children, one stepdaughter,
and four grandchildren.
Allie M. Blalock, C’63, of
Clinton, South Carolina, died
on May 5, 2016. At Sewanee,
he was a member of Sigma
Nu. He earned his law degree
from the University of South
Carolina School of Law and
practiced in Florence, South
Carolina, for six years. In
1973, he returned to his
hometown of Clinton to prac-

tice law until his retirement in
2009. He served Clinton as
city judge and city attorney.
He was a member of Clinton
Rotary Club and was a Paul
Harris Fellow. He served on
the Hospice of Laurens County
Board of Trustees and was a
member of the Hospice Long
Range Planning Committee.
As a devoted member of First
Presbyterian Church, he served
on the Board of Deacons and
as an elder. He is survived by
his wife, Mary, two children,
and two grandchildren.
William H. Byrnes Sr., C’64,
of Tampa, Florida, died on July
26, 2016. At Sewanee, he
was a member of Phi Gamma
Delta. He was an entrepreneur
in Memphis, Tennessee, and
successfully owned and operated several businesses until
briefly retiring in 1988. Coming
out of retirement, he started
what became his finest business achievement, Floratine
Products Group, in 1990. He
and his partners grew Floratine
to an internationally recognized
and acclaimed leader in turf
management products and
expertise with a devoted group
of distributors. He is survived
by wife, Jeri, two children, and
eight grandchildren.
The Rev. Frederick S. Thomas
Jr., C’70, of Baltimore, Maryland, died on May 26, 2016.
He began his 39-year tenure
at Grace & St. Peter’s in
Baltimore as assistant rector
in 1977, becoming rector in
1987. He is survived by his life
partner, Charles F. Peace IV.
Larry S. Turner, C’70, of Denham Springs, Louisiana, died
on April 12, 2016. He moved
to Louisiana in the 1970s and
became an important figure in
the local music industry. He
was a gifted musician, pianist,
producer, and writer. He is
survived by three children, five
grandchildren, and the mother

of his children and life partner,
Vicki Leger Turner.
Charles Jones III, C’72, of
Albany, Georgia, died on
June 15, 2016. In 1971, he
returned to Albany and eventually became the third generation to run the family business,
Consolidated Loan Company.
In 1998, he and several other
local leaders founded Albany
Bank and Trust, which he
chaired until 2010. As a
community leader, he contributed to numerous charitable
organizations and community
projects, including Albany Sertoma Club, Albany Rotary Club,
Albany Symphony, Theatre
Albany, and others. He also
served on several community
bank boards. He was a lifelong
member of St. Paul’s Episcopal
Church. He is survived by his
wife, Amy, two daughters, and
five grandchildren.
William Eddins Jr., C’74, of
York, Pennsylvania, died on
July 19, 2016. In 1978, he
received a master’s degree in
public administration, and, in
1984, he earned a master’s
degree in information systems,
both from Auburn University. In
1993, he earned a Ph.D. from
the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County. He was a
York College professor at the
Graham School of Business
for 32 years, where he taught
courses in project management, information security/
ethics, web development, management information systems,
and development fundamentals. He was a member of the
Faculty Benefits Committee at
York College, chairman of the
Instructional Resources Committee at York College, and
chairman of the Supervisory
Committee of the York Educational Federal Credit Union. He
is survived by his wife, Karen,
three daughters, and three
granddaughters.

Lin W. Coleman, C’77 of
Columbia, South Carolina, died
on July 8, 2016. He enjoyed
traveling, playing, and listening
to music, and was an avid car
enthusiast.
Richard L. Snodgrass, C’78,
of Virginia Beach, Virginia, died
on May 4, 2016. He majored
in forestry at Sewanee, where
he discovered a love of the
outdoors and became an
extraordinary long distance
runner. He was a creative artist and writer who worked in a
variety of mediums and kept
detailed journals of his everyday observations and diverse
interests.
Roland A. Knoll, C’90, of Asheville, North Carolina, died on
Aug. 11, 2016. At Sewanee,
he was a member of Phi
Gamma Delta. After graduating
from Sewanee, he entered the
restaurant business in Atlanta
before moving to Boone, North
Carolina, where he opened the
successful Black Cat Burrito
restaurant. He has been the
owner of Lucky Otter, Nine
Mile, and Nine Mile West
restaurants in Asheville, as
well as the Trailhead in Black
Mountain, North Carolina. He
is survived by his wife, Paige,
and two sons.
Charles L. Hayes, C’91, of
Dickson, Tennessee, died on
June 15, 2016. He attended
Sewanee and later earned a
bachelor’s degree from Austin
Peay State University. He had
been accepted at Florida State
University to pursue a Ph.D. in
sociology. He is survived by his
fiancée, Brook Bunyard Jones.
Alexander M. Ryan, C’96, of
Bridgewater, Massachusetts,
died on May 13, 2016. He
began a career in media and
technology in New York before
moving to Hong Kong, then
San Francisco, where he cofounded successful technology
ventures. He relocated with

family to Charleston, South
Carolina, then Portland, Maine.
He is survived by two daughters.
John Newton III, C’09, of
Denver, Colorado, died on May
9, 2016. At Sewanee, he was
a member of the Phi Society
of 1883. After graduating
from Sewanee, he worked as
an Alpine skiing liaison with
Olympic Broadcasting Services
at the 2010 Winter Olympics
in Vancouver, British Columbia. He then began his sports
broadcasting career with 790
The Zone radio station in
Atlanta, first as an assistant
producer, then producer, and
later as an on-air personality.
He was an avid sports fan and
a talented musician. He spent
the last few months of his life
in the mountains of Colorado,
snowboarding, exercising,
kickboxing, and making new
friends.
Ashley E. Block, C’13, of Johnson City, Tennessee, died on
Sept. 12, 2016. At Sewanee,
she was a member of Kappa
Delta. She was also a member
of Phi Beta Kappa and graduated from Sewanee summa
cum laude. She received many
awards of which she was very
proud, including the Yeatman
Biology Award. At the time of
her death, she was attending
the University of Georgia as a
Ph.D. student in the Department of Anthropology and
Integrated Conservation, where
she had received the prestigious UGA Graduate Research
Fellow Assistantship Award.
She was a two-time recipient
of the High School Academic
All American Award in lacrosse
and a four-year cross-country
athlete at Sewanee. She loved
music, art, cooking, animals,
and was an especially fierce
advocate for the earth. She
was an avid runner, cyclist,
and triathlete. She attended
Emmanuel Episcopal Church in
Athens.

Adam S. Doliber, C’17, of
Chesterfield, Virginia, died on
Aug. 18, 2016. He believed
strongly in the importance
of strengthening the bond
between mankind and the
natural world, and hoped to
make a positive contribution in
this field.
Faculty
John H. Hamer of Sewanee,
Tennessee, died on June 21,
2016. He received his bachelor’s degree in political science
from Penn State, a master’s
degree from the University of
Pittsburgh, and a Ph.D. in anthropology from Northwestern
University. He had a distinguished career as a professor
of cultural anthropology at
universities including Northern
Michigan; Ohio State; Ohio
Wesleyan; the University of
Manitoba, Dalhousie; Brandon
University; and the University
of Alabama, Birmingham. His
major area of interest was
Africa, and he conducted field
research among the Sidamo
of Ethiopia, which formed the
basis of many scholarly publications, including the book
Humane Development. He
retired in Sewanee, where he
served as an adjunct professor
in the Department of Anthropology for nearly two decades.
He is survived by his wife,
Irene, three children, and four
grandchildren.
Joseph Martin Running Sr.,
of Fayetteville, North Carolina, died on April 1, 2016.
He was a longtime organist
and professor at Sewanee.
He served three years in the
U.S. Army during World War II.
He taught at Sewanee from
1964 until 1978 and was a
member of the Association of
Anglican Musicians as well as
the American Guild of Organists. He is survived by eight
children, six grandchildren, six
great-grandchildren, and one
great-great-grandchild.
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Meredith Walker, C’91

From Saturday Night Live to the White House, from Texas to Malawi, producer,
activist, and humanitarian Meredith Walker, C’91, is changing the world by
being herself.
By Will Bostwick, C’10

I

t all started with a question: “When do girls stop being a
Scout and start trying to fit in?”
The “Scout” in that question was, of course, Scout
Finch, the plucky, straight-talking six-year-old protagonist of Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird. And the two women
pondering the problem were close friends who had met while
working at the late-night sketch comedy show Saturday Night Live.
Meredith Walker, C’91, and Amy Poehler were drinking wine
and talking in Poehler’s New York apartment as they lamented
the inevitability of this critical transition that takes place in so
many girls’ lives.
It was a conversation they had started during downtime at
SNL about the pressure that society puts on girls to conform.
As accomplished women who had succeeded, in part, because
of their nonconformity, they were sensitive to the consequenc-

es of this change in young girls. They also both cherished the
fact that when they were young, they had women in their lives
who encouraged their more unique, expressive character traits.
Walker is co-founder and executive director of Amy
Poehler’s Smart Girls, an online community primarily for
girls. In that capacity, she has taken advantage of technology
not available when she was a young girl to create a community
as wide-reaching as the internet, and has traveled tirelessly to
spots beyond the reach of the internet to make a case for the
community’s values.
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In the last year, Walker has spoken at the White House on
six occasions and traveled to a Syrian refugee camp in Jordan,
remote primary-care clinics in Haiti, and rural villages in
Malawi. She has rallied with politicians and partied with celebrities. She has been on countless panels, given distinguished
lectures, and has documented the status of women and girls
around the world with global aid delegations, all while mentoring girls in Austin, Texas, and running an advocacy organization based in social media.
Smart Girls at the Party is an earnest and funny interview show
featuring girls and women from all kinds of backgrounds.
Walker is a regular character, usually shown sitting in a producer’s chair and dancing through the show’s sendoff. The
show takes ordinary girls with unique skills and asks them some
serious and some silly questions. At the end of each show, the
girls have a dance party with the show’s cast and crew, and an
array of recognizable comedic celebrities. Smart Girls reaches
roughly three million people a week through the various
aspects of its digital platform.
It’s important to Walker to provide “this forum, this community, to show we can’t fix your problems, but we can show
you that you’re not alone in them. And that’s helpful.” But
she says what’s most important to her is creating a community
for girls outside of any digital platform. “Really, what’s more
important to me are the day camps and the actual activities. I
go into high schools and middle schools, and I do something
called the Smart Girls roadshow. Because there is nothing
like that intimacy, that real connection of face-to-face human
contact.”
Walker has created a niche for herself at the intersection
of her skills and passions and has been uniquely successful in
living the Smart Girls motto of “changing the world by being
yourself.” But she insists that it hasn’t always been this way. “I
have no shame in saying when I got to Austin in 2006, I could
not find a production job … I was working in catering kitchens. I was sleeping on couches. I had gone back to what felt like
point zero sometimes. But then it ended up being the gateway
to the thing I care about the most. So I like talking about that
with girls, because everyone thinks you have these plot points
and you hit them and then everything’s fine. It’s not like that as
you find your way through life.”

Because of you,
I am ready for
what’s next.
What’s next for this biochemistry major/dance
minor in Sewanee’s pre-med program? Fridien
Tchoukoua, C’17, plans to go to medical school
and become a dancing doctor.
His Sewanee experience and those of countless
other students are made possible by the generosity
of alumni, parents, and friends through gifts to
the Sewanee Fund.
Along with the option to support the University’s
general needs, Sewanee Fund donors can designate support for scholarships, internships, research projects, civic engagement activities, Tiger
athletics, and other programs.
To learn more about Fridien and to make an
impact on Sewanee students, visit
sewaneefund.sewanee.edu.
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A crowd gathered for the dedication
of Ayres Hall, the University’s newest
residence hall, on Nov. 4, 2016. The
building is home to 114 students and
was named for former Vice-Chancellor
Bob Ayres, C’49, H’74, and his wife,
Patricia, H’98.
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